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Two From Here Are Hospital Has New
Injured In Crash Machine To Record
Bettye Williamson And
Heart Movements
Ralph Kevil Injured

ter Users Bring Driver Training
Outstanding Youth
pe Before City Course Proposed Will Be Named At
City Superintendent
rd Of Council Says
Rotary Ann Night
Expense Should
To Purchase 100
rels Of Oil For
eet Resurfacing
Street Building

Be Borne By The State

South Of Nortonvilie

Rabbi Joseph Rauch
Will Give Principal
Address At Meeting
Set For February 26

Cardiograph Makes It

Miss 'Bettye Williamson and
Easy To Detect Heart
Ralph Kevil, both of Princeton,
and IltIrs. Ruth Moorefield, Daw- Disease Quicker; It
son Springs, are still hospitalized
Also Is More Accurate
after suffering injuries in an auThe Caldwell County ,W a r
Hecht Lackey, Rotary's District
tomobile accident on U. S. 41,
Governor, will present the eighth
three miles 'south of Nortonville, Memorial Hospital has a new maannual "Outstanding Yout h"
at approximately 4:30 p. m. Sat- chine which is being used to deaward to some young boy or girl,
urday.
tect heart diseases quicker, easier
•
as yet unnamed, at the Ladies
Miss Williamson, daughter of and more accurately than was
Night program to be helti at 6:30
Mr. and Mrs. Charley Williamson,
possible before the machine was
p. m. Tuesday, February 26, at the
Princeton, suffered a compound
Princeton Hotel, Sam Steger, lofracture of the right leg and a obtained.
cal Rotary president, announced.
The 101
/
2 by 101
/
2 inch box,
broken left ankle. Miss WilliamThe Caldwell county youth who
son's right leg has been placed which cost $700 and weighs apwins the award will be chosen
proximately 50 pounds, is called
in a temporary cast.
by a ten-member committee on
Mrs. Moorefield, wife of Robert an electrocardiograph. The name
the basis of character, leadership,
Moorefield, Dawson Springs, sus- actually means a written record
scholarship, and participation in
tained a broken kneecap and mul- of the Movement of the heart
activities in the h osn e, school,
tiple cuts. Mr. Kevil, son of Mrs. produced by electrical current.
church and community.
A number of deadly familiar
Louise Kevil, suffered a broken
Rabbi Joseph Rauch, of Adath
heart diseases may be detected
left ankle.
Israel Temple in Louisville, speakKevil said he hoped to be re- with the use of the electrocardioer and world traveler, will deleased from the Caldwell County graph: including(rheumatic heart,
liver the principal address, Mark
War Memorial Hospital Saturday, coronary thrombosis (the disease
Cunningham, local Rotary memFebruary 23. Miss Williamson which recently killed King
ber, said.
and Mrs. Moref meld are both con- George VI) and arterio-sclerotic
In addition to the Rotary Anns,
fined at the Hopkins County Hos- heart.
others invited will be the date of
Also, the machine may be used
pital in Madisonville.
the girl or boy named to receive
The party had left Princeton to to measure the effect various
the award, the youth's mother and
'BLUNDER BUST': A bomb burst, intended to simulate an atomic blast for "Exercise Snowball," go to Bowling Green to attend drugs have on the heart. This
father and the members of the
produces instead a profile of "grandma" (upper right). She seems to have contempt for the four the Western-Eastern basketball can be very useful in aiding the
selection committee. The meeting
mustangs laying a smoke below her. The simulated blast was produced at Camp Drum, N. Y. game Saturday night, but in- physician in determining the best
also is in celebration of the 47th
creasingly bad weather forced treatment for a patient, J. T.
(AP Wirephoto)
anniversary of Rotary Interthem to turn back at Hopkinsville, Sutherland, hospital laboratory
national.
technician, said.
Kevil said.
Three
Butler
Pupils
The seven previous winners of
The machine, which was paid
As they were nearing NortonTo Play At Band Clinic
the award are Evelyn P. Crawville, they met a string of traffic. for by the William Marble Trust
ford, Joann Pickering, Billy McThis Week At Lexington
An automobile from the rear of Fund, measures electrical impulKinney, Donald Morgan, Betty Jo
the
string, driven by Mrs. Mildred ses produced by contractions of
Three
High
Butler
School band
Lester, Jimmy Wallace, and last
the heart. The heart impulses go
members, Martha Sue Gresham, Lynn Kaufman, Miami, Fla., startyear's winner, Catherine Hopper.
into the machine, then a needleRonnie Filer and Bobby Hogan, ed passing the closely-packed
Dogs, the common variety, are
It is rumored that there are
like hand produces a thin upaccompanied Band Director K. V. cars, Kevil said. Mrs. Kaufman's
becoming extinct in Caldwell more than 20 dogs in Caldwell
and-down line on a moving sheet
24 Admitted; 26 Are
Bryant to Lexington for the vehicle collided with the Kevil
county! At the present rate, the county at the present, but this inof graph paper, similar to the lieKentucky Band a n d Orchestra auto before she had time to pass
Dismissed At Hospital
last dog in this county should drop formation is not authenticated.
detector. The length and frequenall the cars,
Director's
Clinic
to
be
held
toThere have been 24 admitted as out of existence in the next few
Caldavell, however, is in better
The Princeton vehicle, driven cy of these lines tell the trained
day. Friday and Saturday.
patients to the Caldwell County years.
"dog" shape than a number of
by Miss Williamson, was "nearly technician the condition of the
The
three
Butler
band
members
War Memorial Hospital and 26
This rather surprising fact is, of Kentucky counties. Exactly XI
patient's heart.
werc among 150 other high school stopped," according to Mr. Kevil,
dismissed.
course, based on dog license rec- of them are completely without
Six leads or contacts are conwhen the collision occurred. Mrs.
selected
musicians
to
play
e
the
Those admitted were Mrs. Shir- ords in County Sheriff Glover dogs. Neighboring counties in that
nected to the patient's body to
Kaufman
received
minor
injuries,
clinic,
it
was
said.
The
group
is
ley McCarty, Mrs. Liviral Tray- Lewis' office. There were 85 li- group are Trigg, Hickman, Muhrun the test. The electrical imscheduled to practice today and Mr. Kevil said.
lor, colored; Tom Hammond, Mrs. censed dogs in 1950, 26 in 1951 lenberg, Lyon and Livingston.
pulses travel from the patient's
Friday and play Saturday. Februrt Taylor Selected
Melba Jackson, Miss Hilda Har- and only 20 this year.
, heart, into the machine and onto
A number of farmers in this ,
Missionary From China
ary 23.
per, Gary Wood Davis, La rr y
the graph paper. The test can be
area have complained that packs ,
ork Out Plans For
The Rev. and Mrs. George Filer Will Speak At Pearbee
Butler Leads Dawson
Wayne York, John D. Daniel.
4* dogs running wild have been,
completed in a few minutes.
accompanied
the
group
derbilt Honors Day
on
zt
Marion;
e
Mrs.
Willa
Robinson,
Mrs.
killing sheep. Sheriff Lewis said.
After the test has been given,
Springs In Points Up
Presbyterian Church
trip
Leader
To
Make
with
Photos
the
Band
Boosters
payRufus
Beshears, Dawson Springs;
ert Campbell Taylor, son
There is a bill now before the
paper from t h e machine's
Dr.
Sam
King
Gam,
a
ing
missionInto
the
part
expenses
of
the
of
the
Third
Quarter
Norris Tash, Ralph Kevil, Mrs.1 Of Children Feb. 29
. and Mrs. Rumsey B. Toy.
legislature which would require.
I drum is sent to a specialist whose
ary
recently
returned
from
China
local
,
,
participants.
A
hard-scrapping band of But- Charline Lamb, G. C. Crenshaw.
'704 Locust street, has just
that every dog in the state be liAn expert child photogwill speak at the Barbee Memori- job it is to interpret the inforappointed by the Vander- ler Tigers fought Dawson Spring's Janet Brasher, John Wisdom,, rapher
censed and inoculated against rafrom
the
Woltz
Studal
Cumberland Fresh y te rian mation.
tudent Senate to help work vaunted Panthers off their feet Byron. H. Robinson, Mrs. Fannye
bies. Backers of the bill hope Western Students Pick
This is one of the machine's
ios
of
Des
Church
Iowa,
Moines,
at 7 p. m. Sunday, Febwill
lans and program for Hon- for three and one half quarters. Calvert, Glen Oiler, Dewey Trayfor an early vote.
distinct advantages, for any numMiss
Pat
be
Horn
here
As
at
Their
the
ruary
Princeton
24.
Hoay, to be observed by the before bowing 60-45 in a contest lor, Randall Phelps, Mrs. Amelia
Richard C. Miller of the Univer- ,
tel Friday, February 29, from
Dr. Gam was educated in the ber of specialists may be conplayed in the Dawson Springs Driver, Jim Riley and Randall
rsity on May 7.
sity of Kentucky's Agricultural First Basketball Queen
10
.
United
a.
m.
to
6
p.
m.
States. He then returned sulted without moving the pafor
the
Long.
nors Day and Founder's Day gymnasium Monday night
Miss Pat Horn, daughter of Mr. to
Extension Service gives these reapurpose of taking pictures of
China to continue the mission- tient. Too, the tape from the maAt the half Dawson held a
Those discharged
are Mrs.
elebrated by Vanderbilt on
sons for the passing of a new dog and Mrs. C. A. Horn, and a sopho- ary
your children. There will be
work which his father had chine is a permanent record which
ame date each year, and the slim three point lead, 30-27, and Shirley McCarty and infant, Mrs.
law with teeth in it;
more at Western State College, is begun. However, he and his fam- can be consulted at a later date.
absolutely no charge for
the
Melba
Butler
Jackson:
Miss
boys
Hilda
Harjumped
into a
al schedule of events inI. There are 100,000 persons in
taking the pictures. The Leadily were forced to leave China The cost for running the test and
s a convocation honoring five point lead shortly atter the per, Gary Wood Davis, deceased,
Kentucky today who have taken the school's first annual Basket- after
er is interested in running a
the Communists gained con- obtaining ,a diagnosis from a
John
ball
D.
Daniel,
queen.
start
elected
She
was
of the third quarter. But
Marion; Mrs. Ruby a
ending seniors and new
the expensive treatment for raspecialist is $10.
sesies
trol
of
of
that country.
children's
pictures
fus
Beshears
and infant, Dawson
bers of honor societies, a sen- then the Tigers missed several
popular vote of the entire stubies.
in
consecutive
Dr.
Gam
and
issues
the
family
and
returned
Springs;
Norris Tosh, Mrs. Charuting and picnic—which will easy shots, and the panthers came
2. Losses from livestock killed, dent body.
to this country last October, They Fund To Pay Butler
success of this feature depends
charge of Taylor's commit- on to take a lead they never re- line Lamb and infant, Mrs. Fanmaimed or infected with rabies
Miss Horn, who was graduated ate now living' in McKenzie,
upon
your
cooperation.
nye Calvert, Glenn 011er, Mrs.
Band's Transportation
and the annual senior prom. linquished.
by dogs amount to approximatefrom Butler High School in 1950 Tenn., where he is teaching a
Many fans thought the game Virginia Glass, Mrs. Mary Helen
•lor, a senior in the Vanderly $3,000,000 since World War II.
To
KEA Meet Is Short
class
_in
the
_Seminary
at
Bethel
°liege of Arts and Science, would be a run-away, but the Oliver, Mrs. .Ruby Wilson, col- Firm To Give Away
Dr. L. I. Breeck, State veteri- was crowned queen during half- College,
jointly with another minThe Butler High School band is
narian, states that Kentucky leads time ceremonies at the Westernesident of Sigma Alpha Ep- decision was in doubt until Rob- ored; Mrs. Gertrude Scott, Mrs.
ister.
scheduled to play at the annual
social fraternity and vice- ert Williamson and Billy Hobby, Carrie Wood, Miss Lou Oldham, Two Outfits Of Clothing
the other states in rabies among Murray basketball game Saturday
Dr. Gam's two children will KEA meeting in Louisville at 9:30
Two complete outfits of cloth- both animal and human beings.
dent of the Student Chris- Butler stand-outs, fouled out near Mrs. Margaret White, colored;
night.
sing
songs in the Chinese language Friday morning, April '18, just
Mary Delores Hopper, deceased, ing, one for a man and one for a
Association. He was gradu- the middle of the final quarter.
Last year Pat was chosen Miss at the meeting here Sunday
before Governor Lawrence WethCharles Nichols, Dawson's all- Mrs. Marie Castleberry. Robert woman, will be given away this ATTENDS PEACH COUNCIL
in 1948 from McCallie School,
erby is to speak, but the fund to
Freshman of 1951. Tom Marshall,
state candidate, led all scorers Williams, colored; Herbert. Ham- weekend at the Sam Howertondeanooga, Tennessee.
W. D, Armstrong, horticulturprovide transportation for the 74
with 24 points, followed by But- mond, Mrs. Liviral Gary, colored; partment store in Fredonia. The ist at the Western Kentucky Ex- Western- basketball star, was chos- Over 98 Per Cent Of
band members is still $1-10 to
Chairmen Named For ler's "Hank" Ortt with 15 mark- and Bryon H. Robinson, transfer- give-aways are in conjunction periment Station, is expected to en Mr. Freshman.
Births
In
This County
$115 short of the absolute miniMr. Horn, who is principal of
ers. Next in line were Robert red to Marion, Ill.
with the stock-disposal sale be- return tomorrow after attending
Cross Fund Drive
mum necessary, K. V. Bryant,
Williamson of Butler and Tommy
ing conducted at the Howe-rton the National Peach Council at Butler, and Mrs. Horn journeyed Registered In 1950
s. Ray Martin and Mrs. John
Butler band director, said this
to Bowling Green last Saturday
Cox, Dawson, each with 12 points. Princeton Merchants
store.
Ninety-eight a mid four-tenths B
Benton
Harbor,
week.
Michigan.
McDowell have been elected
_
for the game and ceremonies.
A large part of the difference To Have Bargain Days
per cent of the births in Caldwell
a:rmen for the annual Red between the
two rivals was the
county were :registered in 19500 Mr. Bryant said that a candy
Princeton's retail merchants
fund drive in Caldwell good free throw
shooting of the
according
to a nation-wide sur- [sale on Princeton streets by girls
Butler To Face Lyon
voted unanimously to hold two
ty which will get under way
Panthers and the poor showing at
vey conducted by the National from the local school will be held
special days, or bargain days,
h 1 and will continue through
in an effort to acquire a part of
County In Tournament
the charity line by the Tigers.
Office of Vital Statistics.
here March 21 and 22 at a dinner
h 31, James D. Ausenbaugh,
The Butler High School Tigers
Dawson hit for 14 out of 22 free
This figure is to be compared the necessary funds.
meeting
of
the
merchants
at
the
icity chairman for the drive,
The band plans to leave Princewill face a rough test in their with 87.5 per cent birth registratosses, while Butler managed to
Princeton Hotel Thursday night.
opening game in the Filth Dis- tion in 1940 in the county and an ton ifisout 3 a. m. April 18 and
sink only 7 out of 18 gratis shots.
Barnett,
Hillery
president of
her officers for the drive are
The Butler High School and
return the same night, Bryant
In state contests Jones placed trict tournament to be held March average of 95 per
Butler
27 45 the Retail
cent of KenMerchants Association, the Fredonia High School FFA third in hay crops and fourth in
McKnight, chairman of the Dawson
said. T h e band members will
8, 7 and 8 in the Fredonia High tucky's babies registered.
Springs
30 60 proposed at the
meeting that chapters celebrate national Fu- hogs; Leroy McNeely won third
ess district; Ed Johnstone,
provide for their own meals and
School gymnasium.
The
Butler
nation-wide
average
for
Princeton hold a Christmas par- ture Farmers of America week, place in livestock co-operative;
well County Chapter chairCoach Hackett's boys will face birth registration is 98 per cent. incidental expenses. The money
Forwards—Williamson 12, Ortt
ade this year to open the Christ- February 16-23, with a glance the chapter newsletter placed
Gordon Glenn, fund chairsec- Lyon County High Friday night Caldwell county is slightly above raised will be used for transpor15, Wilhelm 2.
mas season next December.
Sam Steger, chairman of
through the accomplishments of ond and the Fredonia chapter was after Trigg County and Fredonia that figure.
Centers—Hobby 9, Ladd.
These statistics were tation only.
At the meeting, Jim Keck, the past year.
lannMg committee; Mrs. J. J.
judged third in community dairy- meet Thursday night. The winner released in conjunction with
Guards—Franklin 6, Salyers 1. manager
the
of the Bowling Green
thal, chairman of the city
Johnnie B. Martin, Fredonia ing.
of the Butler-Lyon County game 1950 census enumeration.
Dawson Springs
Arnold Ligon Drivers
and Warren County Chamber of
(•ntial section; and Jimmy
Members of the Butler chapter and the winner of the Trigg
FFA Chapter, was awarded the
Forwards—Nichols 24, Russell, Commerce,
"Birth
certificates
safeguard Go Back To Their
w a s guest speaker.
son, radio publicity.
Jobs
American Farmer Degree, Octo- entered the Tri State Lamb Show County-Fredonia contest will meet the privileges, rights and future
I, Cotton 3.
Mr. Keck advised the merchants
c Rev. Floyd Loperfido will
The Arnold Ligon Truck Line
probably and the West Kentucky Fat Cat- in the District finals Saturday needs of every child born," J. F.
Center—Hawkins 10.
to take time out from their bus- ber 8, 1951, in what was
ure speakers for the drive,
the number one accomplishment tle Show. In the lamb show, Char- night.
Guards—Cox 12, Eli IV.
Blackerby, state registrar and di- resumed full operation Wednesiness to vote at election time and
goal for the county is $3,000.
of the year. The American Farm- les Phelps and Lucien and LawBoth the winner and the run- rector of the Division of Vital day after officials of the A.F.L.
to make an attempt to keep the
Degree is the highest honor rence Hall entered a total of 20 ner-up in district play will be eli- Statistics, said. "It is the respon- gave the go-ahead for drivers of
Romelia Hooks Adams
federal government out of busi- er
an FFA boy can win. Johnnie lambs. All the lambs sold for gible to compete in the Second sibility of parents to see that the the firm to return to work on
nesses
Which
should belong to
'elected For Who's Who
was the first Caldwell county more than market price, and one Regional tourney to he held at birth of their baby is registered Tuesday, James Mashburn, local
,
Romelia Hooks Adams, daugh- private enterprise.
of Phelps' lambs sold for 83 cents the Hopkinsville High gymnasium by the attending physician
manager for the truck line, anyouth ever to win that honor.
QUESTION
or
ter of R. Y. Hook s, Caldwell
nounces.
The Butler Chapter last year per pound. Several first prizes the weekend following district midwife," Blackerby stated
you think the city should go county attendance officer, and a
Seven
Butler
Teachers
Mr. Mashburn said all the difwas one of 12 chapters in the were won by members of the But- play.
Birth certificates, Blackerby
e expense of erecting street
senior at Murray State College,
state to be awarded the Kentucky ler chapter in the Fat Cottle
said, are necessary for proof of ferences between the line and the
era?
was one of 15 Murray students To Attend Conference
Utilities Gold Emblem Chapter Show.
age; for entering school; obtain- union had not been "ironed-out"
W. G. Larkins Submits
ANSWERS
Seven Butler High School
selected for inclusion this year in
Ellis Johnston, of the Butler
Award at the state meeting. The
ing licenses; entering military but the union told the drivers
ISS Peggy Guess—Yes, when
"Who's Who in American Col- teachers will attend a conference
Butler chapter also won the Wat- chapter, was awarded free trips To Surgery At Paducah
service; obtaining passports; in- tbey could go back to*work while
aers come to town they need leges and Universities."
of English teachers of the First
efforts, are being made to settle
W. G. (Willie) Larkins under- heritance benefits; srial
son Armstrong trophy which is to the Mid-South Fair at Memow the street names.
security;
Mrs. Adams, who is the wife of District Education Association* to awarded to the FFA chapter mak- phis, Tenn., and to the Kentucky went major surgery Saturday,
insurance paymnts; and f o r the dispute.
A. Flynn—Yes, there should
held
on
the
be
Murray
State
was
ColMurray,
Adams,
of
Edward
February 18, at Riverside Hospi- many other reasons
ing the most progress during the Farm Bureau Convention.
•omething done. Strangers valedictorian of the first graduat- lege campus March 1.
The Fredonia chapter was chos- tal in Paducah. His condition is
year.
to be able to find their waY
Equipment Arrives At
The
conference
High
will
County
include dising class of Lyon
Leroy Hooks placed second in en one of the five Gold Emblem reported good and he expects to
nd.
Tickets
For
School after the consolidation cussion on problems which have the impromptu speaking
Rotary
Moe
Light Plant Here
Chapters
in the West Kentucky return home early this next
contest
ha Stallings—It would be nice
been raised by the English teach-.
in 1947.
Minstrel
week.
Now
"Equipment has arrived and is
at the state meeting and Ellis District.
On
Sale
eople coming into town. Even
era
of
the
First
district.
Before entering Murray State,
being ragssenibled for operation
Butler chapter officers are
VP
trouble finding some Mrs. Adams attended Bethel
Butler teachers who will attend Johnston was elected reporter for
Tickets for the sixth annual Roas the Moe Light plant looks tothe Kentucky Association of Fu- president, Bernard Jones; vice- Malcolm Rogers Takes
ts.
tary
Woman's College In Hopkinsville. are Mrs. Craig Roberts, Miss DorMinstrel
now
are
on
sale
ward its opening," Howard Stone,
ture Farmers of America. Both president, Lawrence Hall: secre
ra Ray Anderson, Jr.—Yes,
A library science major, she is othy Wood, Mrs. R. Y. Hooks, boys are from the Butler chapter. tarry, Lucien Hall; treasurer, Bil- Part In Bethel Activity
at Wood and Corner Drug stores, local office manager, said.
of town people need to find
the editor of the Shield, a mem- Mrs. Flora Creekrpur, Mrs. N. H.
Bertram Jones, James Cart- ly Martin; reporter, Jerry CravMalcolm Rogers, son of Tom- it is announced. The minstrel; The 500-600 applicants for emts without a lot of directions.
ber of Kappa Delta Pi, national Talley, Miss Gladys Knott and wright and Charles Vinson from ens; and'sentinel, Dickie Webb.
mie J. Rogers, 509 ShepherdsOn which will be called "Blue Grass ployment will be notified when
nneth Prescott—No, I think honorary education sorority, and K. V. Bryant.
Fredonia Chapter officers a r e street, participated in Religious Minstrel", will be held March 3 to report by phone or mail as
the Fredonia chapter were awardtown is too small for ,street
the Baptist Student Union.
Thy meeting of Cub Pack, No. ed the State Farmers degree at president, Bertram Jones; vice- Emphasis Week recently held at and March 4 at the Butler High soon as possible, Mr. Stone said.
kers to pay.
The Moe plant will occupy the
•
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Disney and 239, to be held Friday night. is the state IVA convention in president, Lewis Felker; secre- Bethel College, Hopkinsville, ac- School auditorium. Miss Barbara
Rogers—Y e s,
William
e are new people who need Milk. Mary Ann Browning, East postponed to next Friday night, Louisville last June. That degree tary„ Biotite Burton; treasurer, cording to word received heel. Strong, daughter of Mr. and Mn old Whip and Collar factory buildind certain streets and they Market street. spent the weekend February 29, at 7 p. M. at liutler Is the highest FFA hem the Marion Phelps; and reporter. Le- Rbgers was song leader at one of Carl Strong, will preside sa ing at the intersection of Harriroy McNeely.
son and Raifroad streets
state can bestow.
queen at the show.
several vesper services.
nigh School.
'
no way.
at Barbourville.
The plan to Include driver training, courses in the curriculum of
public schools, as proposed by the
State Board of Education, could
city council, at its regular be valuable training to pupils,
y meeting Monday night, Superintendent Ruel Cairnes said
complaints concerning the here this week. However, if the
nces in water rates and law is passed, the state should
es in the city and outside appropriate the money to carry
it out, he said.
ty limits.
A plan to include driver trainy persons living within the
units pay a flat rate of $2.50 ing in the state schools would
ionth, while those outside probably be applied on the theory
ity pay the actual cost of that the individual school furnish
ater as computed by meter the instructor, Mr. Cairnes said.
s. This latter group also is This idea would require a new
ed to install and maintain instructor or one of the present
instructors receiving special
water mains.
council decided to hold ariy training in the driver training
n until the next meeting, field, Cairnes continued.
Either of these two possibilities
ich time all interested parre requested to attend the would require additional expeng to air their views on the ditures to school budgets already
strained, Mr. Cannes said, so, the
on.
No Parking" signs be- only way such a plan could be
Market and Locust on N. carried out successfully would be
ary will be removed, ac- for the state to appropriate suffig to a council ruling Mon- cient funds to do the job.
Charles B. Jones, executive secight. The other "No Park.
signs will remain, for the retary of the Governor's Co-ordinating Committee for Highway
intersections of E. Market Safety has reported that during
agle and E. Main and Eagle the first 15 days of January, 188
termed "the most dangerous accidents were reported to the
e city" by J. B. Lester, a State Police involving teen-age
r to the council. Mr. Lester drivers.
But, according to Mr, .Cairnes,
that a tralfic signal
be placed at each of these teen-age drivers can be compelions. Councilman Daw- tent drivers. North Carolina,
arless was asked to obtain which operates the state school
of installation of the lights bus systems, has used high school
ayor Hollowell and submit drivers for its school buses, exclusively. With proper training,
•rt at the next meeting.
council voted to purchase these young drivers had fewer acaarels of oil for street build- cidents and maintained lower
d resurfacing to begin ear- operating costs than did previous
is Spring. The purchase or- older drivers, Mr Cairnes said.
as acted upon at the recomation of Sam McConnell,
and water department sutendent.

Sheriff's Record Shows
Caldwell Is "Underdog

Butler Tigers Bow
To Panthers 60-45

County's FFA Chapters
List Accomplishments

uiring Reporter
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THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

THE PRINCETON LEADER
PUBLISHED &VERY THURSDAy
BOITOA AND PIJIIIMIHIR_
JOHN 5,HUT6'HESON. JP
Princeton. Ky.. under the Act of
Entered as second class matter at
Congress of March 8, 1879.
$2.50; in State, $3; out-of-State.
Subscription prices: In County, Resolutions
of Respect. 3 cents a
$1.50.
Thanks,
of
Cards
83.50.
word. Residing notices, 10 cents
word. Unsolicited poems, 3 cents a
a line.
— The Associated Press
MEMBER OF THEASSOCIATED PRESS
republication of all the local
of
use
the
to
exclusively
is entitled
well as all AP news disDatehaf•
news printed in this newspaper. asPRESS
APWCIATION
-MEMBER KENTUCKY
ASSOCIATION
EDITORIAL
MEMBER NATIONAL

This Unmarked City

Little Chips
By J. S. H.
The meeting for retail merchants here last week was the
most successful held in recent
years. I especially enjoyed the invocation given by Kelsie Cummins. He asked a blessing for the
retail merchants, the women and
insurance agents, all of w h urn
must make up distinctive groups
in Kelsie's mind.

Princeton is in for a trying time
• •
The person not familiar.with
and number alone. Even
street
Beauty, one expert advises, beby
home
if he wants to locate a
others
difficulties trying to direct
gins in the bathtub. Then, she
life-long residents often encounter
says, plant your beauty seeds
to a certain address.
itself. There axe no street now. A little later on, she says
The first job is to find the street
about the only means left to to bend the twig in the right dimarkers; so describing landmarks is
the street without having to rection now, and it should pay
locate a street. If the newcomer finds
is indeed fortunate, but off with handscime dividends.
ask directions from five or six people, he
Personally, I can't follow this nor
then, his trouble really begins.
one Princeton street can I understand where the twig
The house numbers are confusing. On
101's. About the only way comes in.
there are two l07'S, two 102's and two
• • •
trying to find is to ask at
one can pin down the exact house he is
course, if he knows the
Henry Sevison, president of the
practically every stop along the street. Of
many times a specific First National Bank and one of
name of the resident, he is better off, but
renter is not known. two men in town from whom
house.needs to be located when the owner or
address can leave most of us have borrowed money
Having to spend an hour or so 'locating an
well-marked streets at one time or another, says he
whereas
visitor;
the
of
mouth
the
in
taste
bad
a
nonresident with a favor- can't understand why newspapers
and correctly numbered houses leave the
to.the need for street don't print the things its readers
addition
In
Princeton.
'of
impression
able
homes numbered want. However, a half day in The
their
have
should
residents
city
the
markers,
follow a Leader office would convince
probably
would
numbering
Such
accurately.
clearly and
Markers.
street
install
to
city
move by the
•
the work of
With good street marking and house numbering,
and other
postoffice
the
office,
sheriff's
the
department,
the police
Princeton, old- Kentucky Folklore
public offices would be expedited and everyone in
layout quiAly
city's
the
learn
would
alike,
-comer
timer and new
—By J. D. A.
and easily.

most that the newspaper often
prints happenings or events that
a lot of people wish we would
forget.
• • •
A lady visitor came into The
Leader office Monday seeking a
person to head a Heart Drive
here. I didn't remember her name
after she told it the first time.
The second time she told me, I
remembered it as Mrs. Kilgore.
But the third time, I realized she
was Mrs. Ben Kilgore, wife of
the late Ben Kilgore who entered
the governor's race this last election and later withdrew because
of illness.
• • •
Leo Walker was good enough
to call my attention to an error
in the hospital laboratory story
which ran in The Leader last
week. Somehow the word, premarital, came out pre-martial,
leaving the impression the hospital is giving tests for pre-war
or pre-military life. Of course, I
know a lot of good wives objected to this, but perhaps The Leader was not too far wrong.

successBritish scientists have
money that the federal governof tests
aeries
a
completed
fully
mint spends this year as possible.
to help
used
was
TV
which
It's likely to make the future in
divers.'
deep-Pea
us'
of
all
for
yards
a happier one
Two ski tows, each 250
•
for the
long, will be in operation
year
first time in Scotland this
at a Perthshire ski club.
Oslo stands at the same latitude
During 1952 a totsl of 10,350,at the southern tip of Greenland 000 proof gallons of Scotch whitDICK OBERLIN
exand Seward, Alaska.
ky will be exported overseas,
•
WHAS
Israel is now exporting marble cording
e Scottish Whisky
to.the
Aiweiition
—DISKIQR
from quarries unused for almost
During an open-forum discus- 2,000 years.
Pieces of clay tiles have been
sion program recently an obviously disgruntled taxpayer asked the found in the palace of Egyptian
chief federal income tax collector Pharoah Amenhotep IV that were
in Kentucky how she could get decorated with lotus, fishes, birds
and a water pattern.
out of paying her taxes.
T h e copper blues of ancient
That's a question a lot of us
obtained
would like an answer to. As a Persian clay tiles were
were free
matter of fact, the collector ad- by using glazes that
mitted he didn't know—but if the from lead and aluminum.
The 'world's first peat-burning
taxpayer found out, he'd like the
gas turbine engine has been built
answer himself!
and is now operaiting in ClydeTaxes as such are a pretty dull
bank, Scotland.
personal
a
are
subject, but they
matter to all of us, because there's
hardly a wage earner left in this
country who doesn't feel Uncle's

OBERLIN'S,
You Know ?
VAT/Olir Do

Total membership of all num
unions in Britain is now about
ift's million persons.
If cotton and nylon socks
about the same general thick!),
and weight, they will be equ„
warm.
The planet venue is a mean gig.
lance of 62,270,000 miles from
the sun.
The planet mercury is a rn 'ft
"i soap
distance of 38 million miles
from the sun.

TAX NOTICE

FEBRUARY SPECIAL

'7"-What Is A Community IV

Good Innerspring
Mattress -- $1.95
with the purchase of any
crib in our department.
Large Selection
From Which To Choose
Choice Of Finishes.

KEACH'S BABY SHOP
limakinsville, Ky.
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The new Kentucky law makes all
taxes due January 1. A 2 per cent
penalty has been added to all unpaid tax bills.

bite.
That bite is getting to the point
where it hurts. And it can become
a whole lot more painful in the
not far distant future.
Right now we are in the position of a man who is earning
$3.000.00 a year, and has purchased a $5,000.00 house on which he
is making monthly payments of
•
$50.00 a month. Which include
taxes, insurance and the works.
As long as the guy continues to
earn $3,000.00 a year—or more—
he's in good shape. But suppose
his income is reduced to $1,800.what used to be rather promising. 00? Chances are he can't meet
By Gordon Wilson, Ph. D.
Pictureique little villages and the payments and the mortgage
(Western State College)
People who are now middle- their adjoining communities that holder forecloses.
was
it
what
from
cry
far
a
is
today
The condition of the South
used to make steamboat trips
We are in a period of inflation
referred to it aged have had to adjust to such
fifteen to twenty years ago when President Roosevelt
changing world that it should down our rivers memorable have when dollars are not worth nearly
a
the
being
of
Instead
country."
are
too,
as the "number one problem of the
they,
that
changed
so
of
what they were even two years
other sec- not be surprising that some
most backward section of the country upon which the
like 'pathetic reminders of former ago. That means that the national
becoming them do not adjust very well.
tions pour out their sympathy, the South of today is fast
many
ih
visited
have
I
greatness.
much
The passing of the old communibudget—dollar-wise—is
the envy of the rest of the nation.
ty occurred after they had got of these riverside villages, 'both higher. And in exchange for more
The Commerce Department at Washington reports that the accustomed to its problems and before and after their heyday.
money we get only the same
number of business concerns is growing faster in the Southeastern its psychology; consequently, they The arrival of the boat was once
amount of goods and services. The
States than in any other section of the country. Incidentally, Kenhave not always been able to be a big occasion, almost as big an same thing happens during inflatucky is included in this group of States. In 1944 this section had
.
as happy over the newer condi- event as Mark Twain makes it tion to all of us.
422,800 operating businesses. Since that time it has climbed to
tions as people much younger out to be in LIFE ON THE MISthat inflation is
However,
622,700, which is a net gain over any of the other groups of States.
SISSIPPI. And it was decidedly
than they.
bound to end sooner or loteT, and
There has been a marked trend of industry southward in the
refreshing to stand on board the
In many of the struggles of a
our dollars will be worth more.
past several years which has brought on added prosperity and the
of
unloading
the
watch
and
boat
I have
That means that every penny of
opening up of many local 'businesses. It is the first time since the community nature that
necessities and luxuries for the
civil war that so much attention has been focused on these southern witnessed, outsiders or younger people of the village, whose sole debt we accumulate now—with
States by industry. Lower operating costs and the South's great people have regarded these old- conrkction with the rest of the cheap dollars—will be a lot hardpool of labor have been responsible. Industry has felt justified in timers as narrow-minded, anti- world in winter, for instance, was er to pay off, and our economic
position will not be as strong.
making the change on account of these factors as over a long period progressive, hard-headed. A few the river and its boats.
of operation in the South it can more than offset the cost of moving. of them are, probably, but more
It is not a healthy situation to
Once I rode a boat for almost
The number of new factories that are being set up in Kentucky of them have just failed to read
accumulate this kind of debt. It
times.
the
of
signs
miles
right
the
through
two
Southern
hundred
the
properly
of
all
is but an indication of the trend throughout
will be much healthier for the
block of States. It has taken the South a long time to wake up to A neirnborhood that was once an area where roads had not yet Federal government—and for all
semnd
to
stay,
play
hates
main
prominent
its lack of balanced economy. Agriculture has been its
been developed to sufficient all- of us as individuals--if we can
but the emphasis on agriculture alone has been responsible for its fiddle to any other one, particuweather use to form any chal- collect in taxes as much of the
was
for
an
ages
backward status among •the other sections of the nation. This larly one that
to the river traffic. Before
lenge
increase in other industrial businesses is giving the South new equal or even hated rival. Politics
economical life-blood which should soon place it astride the other of every kind is often resorted to I got to the large town at the
in
sections in progress. It will be a healthy condition for the whole to keep the once-great leadership end of the packet line, there were
—(The Central Record) of the community. Finally, the 295 fellow-passengers in the form
country.
struggle has to be given up; what of hogs, for it was shipping seaHopkinsville
was once a local center shrinks son, and the river was the great
into a mere cross-roads stare or avenue of trade. The whole botshop
two, with a few houses in need of tom deck was a gigantic pigpen,
arid sleep was hardly possible for
paint.
The Laborer is truly worthy of his hire and we are in favor
One such village I visited when the noises that so many fat porkof everybody getting a nice fat pay envelope every week: but, gen- I was a boy down Fidelity way. ers made through the night. Now
tlemen, let's don't overdo it. A news story is going the rounds that It had been a genuinely aristo-. no boats run along that stream;
a plunfber, working at an Atomic Energy Commission's plant out in cratic little village when it was hogs are shipped by trucks that
incorporated
Nevada, drew down $736.00 for one week's work. Of course, no- a neighborhood center. Its hou- ply the road that almost parallels
body can earn that amount of money in a week by labor alone, and ses were far above the standard the river.
,some of the landings
those who permitted such a thing ta happen should be chased off of the time; the people who lived where hogs were unloaded are
the job promptly. We are all suckers to put up with such a dis- there were as
far
proud of themsel- almost as forgotten as cities of
graceful procedure.
ves and their village as any New prehistoric man. Is it hard to see
The way we waste money on government projects is a national
have
why
had
people
middle-aged
Englander ever was of his redisgrace. Just why our government should be willing to pay for mote little compact
village. Then a hard time to adjust to such a
women's wear
labor and material at a rate far beyond the regular market price is a
railroad was built six or seven changing world?
not clear. In the areas where they have construction work going
•
miles away, and a new line of
on they disrupt business of all kinds by their complete disregard of
traffic drew toward it arid away
"lovely and intimate"
local practices and their attitude that the sky is the limit.
from the once-prominent village.
In addition to having some honesty in government affairs we
Much the same thing happened
exclusively yours
also need to use some good business judgment on governmental
to Fidelity itself, but as a school
projects.
—(The Kentucky New Era) and religious center it
managed
to survive and keep approximate- Walker's Drugs & Jewelry
Dial 3211
ly its earlier size, though losing
much of its importance as a trading center. The last time I saw
the village that I have been talkThe House of Representatives in Kentucky has passed and ing about, the
houses were in a
sent to the Senate two measures to amend the libel laws in the state of very bad repair; some
of
state. These would bring radio and TV stations under the laws them had ceased to, be
occupied;
Which now cover only newspapers, However, at the same time great gulleys had
invaded what
another bill has been passed which would give to radio and TV had formerly been the
few streets
reporters the same privileges that apply to radio reporters to re- of the
village; and the whole
fuse to disclose in court their sources of information. Kentucky's
place looked like an American
libel laws were very carefully written and the effort has been made
version of Goldamith's lamented
to protect the freedom of the press.
Irish village. The little village
There was a time when libel suits were filed indiscriminately, where I
used to teach, in recent
but now the laws clearly define what is privileged material so that
times has practically disappeared.
official reports, indictments and matters of court records and reAs the buildings burned down or
ports officially made can be reported without fear of legal action.
ceased to be occupied, nothing
Reporters ought to be protected in their right not to disclose sources
new was built up: even the state
of information and this has been done even by congressional investihighway when it came missed
gating committees which have set aside many other limitations that
the village by a half mile. When
protect the witnesses in the regular courts of law and record.
I drove through the deserted place
All the information media ought to be under the same rules
a few years ago, I almost mired
and should have the . same protection. Kentucky enjoys all the
up in my car right in front of
bene;its of a press that is not only free but most vigilant in the
the rather pretentious house
public interest.
—(The Lexington Herald) where I had 'boarded in 1908 and
1909. Not large enough to sup•
port a school, too poorly located
to warrant the building of an allweather road through it, it has
The head of one of our heavily-taxed, publicly-regulated elec- become a victim of passing times.
tric companies recently offered an interesting and novel comment Even the boy in whose home I
on what he termed the "glib phrase of public ownership", in an boarded refuses to bring his children back to show them where
address before the Missouri Press Association.
He asked, "What other kind of ownership can there be in this he lived, for he does not want
country except public ownership?" and pointed out that every in- them to see the desolation of
dividual is fee to go into the open market and obtain a partnership
in Industry. Then he said, "It is a' matter of free choice available
to all. The individuals who make up the Arnerican public own
everything in the country, including the government. There is no
issue of 'public ownership.'
"The real meaning of this glib phrase is 'compulsory ownership'. When the government acquires ,a business, every person who
is or may become a taxpayer becomes an owner and must remain
an owner whether he wishes to do so or not.
Serving Coca-Cola serves
"It is as simple as the world issue: Under our system there is
hospitality, and Coke is hest
a free choice, under socialization that choice is gone."
This is an accurate description of the so-called "public ownerwhen
it's ins cold... right in
ship" controversy. The utility industry is owned by hundreds of
thousands of Americans, representing all wa. ks of life, who put
,•
the bottle. Buy it by the Num.
part of their savings into it voluntarily, as increased power proBottle Casa SPA
duction is necessary. Their number is steadily growing, and anyYew O•Oill
r,
MARK CUNNINGHAM
one who wants to join then is free to do so. Socialism, on th afher
ST
PANT
SOME wipe AMOUNT Of DIE COCA-COLA COP
hand, is a system of forcing a political monopoly of industry du .en
C onipleie lassurasee Sere,n
the sore public throat, to be paid for and continuously subsidized
LE CO'_A-COLA bOTTLING CO.
HOPKINSVIi.
111 WM Martet $t.
by every taxpayer. We can have free choice o. we can have (im0,
tH• err!• rn•• ersvolov
is•ne;••••••1 hsil•-.114
Telmi"
pulsion. We can't long have both. —(The Ufli :. County Advocate)
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The Industrial South
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6 PER CENT PENALTY

miedatay at the

will be charged on all tax bills not
paid by February 1, 1952.
March 1, 1952, is the deadline for
tax payments. Property with taxes
unpaid by that date will be advertised for sale.
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MOST WITH PENNEY FABRICS!

1

•
Fantastic Wages

WiCtiMON

BUTCHER WEAVE
440 Yd.

Needle 'n Thread
BROADCLOTH

A Wonderful Fabric In
The Spring's Newest Pastels

New
Fancy

MADISONV IL
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Only

Prints
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Specialty

•
State Libel Laws

Easy
hospitality

WAFFLE PIQUE
Soft
Pastel
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Only

440
yd.

RONDO PERCALE
In Fancy Prints
Or Solid Colors

390 yd
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GOWNS
Blue
Pink
Maize
White
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HOSE
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New Spring Shades
SIZES
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2 prs. 1.00

NYLON
PANTIES
Pink
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THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
!omen, of the Lewistown community; W. S. Martin, Earl Marquess, R. V. Hopper, M. E Humphrey and Omer Plidoock, White
Sulphur Clinton Perry, Liberty;
James Guess, Percy Pruitt, Robert C. Morse, R. A. Mabry, Kenneth Spickard arid Richard Gales,
Princeton community.

Mary Delores Hopper
, Funeral services for Mary Delores Hopper, 8-inonth-old daugh•
ter of Mr. and Mrst Urey Alvin
Hopper, of the Beulah Hill community, were conducted at 1 p.m.
Saturday, February 16, by the
Rev. Clyde Walker, assisted by
the Heir. L. J. Knoth, at Glenn's
Chapel in Lyon county.
The child died at 10 a. m.
Thursday, February 14, at the
Caldwell County War Memorial
Hospital. She is survived by the
parents; a sister, Martha Hopper;
two half-sisters, Mrs. William
Rickard and Linda Lewis; a halfbrother, Dennis Lewis:- and the
maternal grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs, Sam Jones.
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Card Of Thanks

Rex C. Hamby

awe

BIGALIA: Two unidentified FBI agents
PIM MIN MODE
wear hoods and robes and display a rubber belting lash which
they said were used in the flogging of a white man and woman
near the border of North Carolina and South Carolina. Ten men
were charged, Saturday, with the flogging at Fayetteville, N. C.
(AP Wirephoto)

A lar g-c crowd attended the
stock disposal sale at the Sam
Howerton Department store the
past week.
Mrs. Everett Rowe, of Johnson
City, Tenn., and Leaman Lowry,
of Evansville, have been called
here due to the death of their
brother, Virgil Lowry.
Wayne Lowry, of Evansville,
visited his grandmother, Mrs.
Belle Lowry during the weekend.
Mrs. Sam Goheen, Mrs. Buddy
Rogers, Miss Evelyn Riley and
Mrs. Charles Thomas Vinson entertained at the Teen-age Club
Thursday night with a miscellaneous wedding shower honoring
Mrs. R. B. Wigginton, a recent
bride

yo

&Id
Anythms,
Ralt &lle, wig

Regular Meeting
Of AMERICAN LEGION
to be held at 7:30 p. m.

Funeral services foi Rex C.
Hamby, brother of Clyde Hamby,
Princeton, were conducted Thursyou?" 18-month-old Darnel
day afternoon, February 14, at PA'S THE STRANGER: "Who are
to be asking is Capt. Darseems
arms,
mother's
her
in
Putnam,
Oakland, California.
the Korean war at Louisfrom
home
welcomed
is
J.
rell
Putnam
He is survived by his wife, a
daddy for the first time,
daughter, two sisters, and four ville airport. Darnell, who is seeing her
service. Putnam's 7brothers, including Clyde Ham- was born shortly after he left for Korean
after the officer left
by. Mr. Hamby is originally year-old son, Darrell, Jr., had been shortly
on leave before
from Hopkins county, but he was for European duty in World War II. He's back
residing in Vancouver, Washing- going to Ft. Bliss, Teg. (AP Wirephoto)
ton, at the time of his death.

A Good Breakfast SCS Technicians
Pays Off On Job Assist Farmers
Under PMA Slate

We desire to express our thanks
and appreciation to all o u r
friends and neighbors for all their
kind words and sympathy and to
all who in any way helped to
make our burden lighter during
the illness and death of our mother, -Rebecca Prince. Especially do
we thank the Morgan Brothers,
Burhl Hollowell and Clay Wilson
and the Rev. Shultz and the Rev.
H. G. H. Hatter for their splendid service and the senders of the
many beautiful flowers.
May God bless you all in your
time of sorrow.
Mr. and Mrs. G. Homer Brown
Mr. and Mrs. John Prince
34-1tc

Wm. M. YOUNG
Allis -Chalmers
Dealer
Fredonia, Ky.

HOME
Of Your Dreams
We'll Help You
FINANCE IT:

Mrs. Irvin Jones and Mrs. Bill Gary Wood Davis
Rogers, of Mexico, were dinner
Funeral services for Gary Wood
guests of Mrs. Cecil Brasher Davis, 20smonth old son of EveThursday.
PRINCETON FEDERAL SAVINGS & LOAN ASSN.
lyn Davis, were conducted at the
By Dr. W. L. Cash
Mrs. Stone, of Dycusbuvg, is Brown Funeral Home at 12:30
(County Health Officer)
visiting her sister-in-lew, Mrs. p. m. Friday, February 15, by the
Housewives, if you would have
the Rev. H. G. M. flatter. Burial
Charlie Stone.
By Oliver C. Alloock
Mrs. Reed Brown, of Crayne, was in the Millwood cemetery: your roan do a good day's work,
(Soil Conservation Service)
Besides the mother, the child give him a good breakfast. That's
visited friends in town ThursWillis S. Traylor, chairman of
is survived by its grandmother, the advice of Mrs. Mary Armday.
Production and
strong, industrial nursing consult- Caldwell County
Mrs Jettie Davis.,
Administration comMr. and Mrs. Alvin Trigg and
ant, Kentucky State Department Marketing
mittee, asked the Soil Conservason, William Robert, of Lexingof Health.
technician to meet
ton, spent the weekend with her Mrs. Alice Dunning
A good breakfast not only pays tion Service
Funeral services for Mrs. Alice off with less time and money lost with the county PMA committeeparents, Mr. and Mrs. W. M
week to discuss the SCS
Stephens Dunning, 87, were conYoung.
on the job, but it is a biritaer of men this
ducted at 2 p. rn. Sunday, Februresponsibility for permanent type
too.
Acmorale
and
health
good
spent
Moore
Coy
Mrs.
Mr. and
.
practices in the
ary 17, at the Brown Funeral
Mrs. Armstrong, soil conservation
Sunday as guests of their son, Home by the Rev. Rodolph Lane. cording to
county.
about
consist
of
should
breakfast
Paul E. Moore, Mrs: Moore and
urial was in Cedar Hrll cemeThe Soil Conservation Service
one-fourth to one-third of the todaughter, Bonita, in Princeton.. ery.
technical
tal food intake each day. Studies is responsible for the
She is survived by Otis Steph- show that in addition to putting phases of permanent soil conserMr. and Mrs. Ray Blackburn
were the dinner guests of Mr. ens and Herman Stephens, nep- out better work, the industrial vation practices. This responsibiland Mrs. Malcolm Blackburn hews, of Princeton, and five other worker who eats a good break- ity includes site selection and laynieces and nephews from out-of- fast is also more alert to hazards out, necessary supervision of conSunday.
struction and certification of pertown.
which may cause accidents.
Mrs. W. M. Young was the
And industrial workers are formance.
luncheon guest of M r s. Alvin
The most common permanent
not the only persons who need to
Lisarrby in Princeton Wednesday. Mrs. Lawrence Le4eis
practices applicable in Caldwell
eat
Mila
Miss
good
breakfast.
Ben D. Landes, of Denver,
Funeral services for Mrs. Lawcounty sire stockwater developColo., spent the weekend with his rence Lewis, 43, Eddyville, were dred Neff, director, Division of
contouring crops, open ditch
Nutrition, Kentucky State De- ment,
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Kelly Lanconducted at 2 p. m. Thursday, partment of Health, says a nour- drainage, tile drainage, diversion
des.
February 14, at the Friendship ishing breakfast is important for channels, terraces and sod water- "It's no use gentlemen — I just sold the last glass of Princeton
Mr. and Mrs. Western Gilkey
ways.
Creamery's Homogenized Vitamin 13 Milk to myself,and Arthur Keller, of Hopkins- Methodist Church by the Rev. every member of the family. It
To be eligible for 1952 PMA asville, and Mr. and Mrs. S. D. Coomer, assisted by the Rev. Tom should consist of fruit, cereal or sistance payments, on permanent
Loyd were the dinner guests of Brinkley. Burial was in the egg, or both, toast or biscuit and practices, such practices must be
children, milk,
Mr. and Mrs. George Milroy Friendship community cemetery. butter, milk for
laid out and constructed in acHOPKINSVILLE STREET
coffee or tea for adults. Bacon or
Sunday.
cordance with SCS specaications.
Besides her husband, she is sur- oltam may be added.
and
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Brasher
vived by her parents, Mr. and
"A nourishing breakfast usual- KUDZU CHECKS EROSION
son, Dennis, were the guests of M,-s. Wayman Oliver, and a
What kind of cover does kudzu
can be'put on the table in the
ly
her parents, Mr and Mrs. Her- brother, Harmon Oliver, all of
make for controlling soil erosion?
cofthe
make
it
to
time
takes
shel Wring, in Marion Sunday.
the Friendship community.
Kudzu is a deep-rooted, vigorfee," Miss Neff said. "Fresh,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles T. TayMrs. Lewis, who died at 4 a. m. frozen and canned fruits and jui- ous, perennial. leguminous vine
lor, of Evansville, and Miss Lem- Wednesday, February 13, at the
quick-cooking packaged cer- that provides a dense cove: of
ma S. Cruce, of Clarksville, Tenn., home of her parents, had been a ces,
For Sound Insurance Consult the C. A. Woodall Insurance
many vines a n d broad-leafed foliage
were the weekend guests of Mr. member of the Friendship Church eals, hot bread mixes and
The
season.
growing
the
during
available
are
Agency Established In The Year 1907, And Li Time Tested.
"short
cuts"
other
and Mrs. Ivan H. Bennett.
since she was 13 years of age.
to speed up preparation time for plant drops its leaves after the
Mrs.
Over Forty Years Have Stayed And Paid. We Represent
and
For
Mr.
of
guests
Dinner
first killing frost. These leaves,
she added.
Houston Vinson Saturday night PHOTOGRAPHY ENCOURAGED today's housewife,"
together with the vines, form a
Nothing But Old Reliable Companies.
were Mrs. J. C. Vinson. Mr. and
New York — (AP) — Ar.. eduheavy layer of absorptive organic
Mrs. Johnnie Vinson and son, De- cational program is getting unmaterial that reduces run-off and
Be Safe And Feel Safe By Insuring With The C. A.
troit; Mr. and Mrs. Franklin der w a y, sponsored by photoprevents erosion during the winVinson, Mr. and Mrs. Dit Ray, graphic equipment manufacturWoodall Insurance Agency, Opersting In Lyon, Caldwell,
ter.
Mrs. Mary Boisture and Earl Mor- ers, to interest youngsters in phoKudru is used in. the south for
Crittenden And Livingston Counties.
gan
hay and pasture.
tography as a hobby.
Mrs. Ruth Denning is visiting
It has been planted on a numCalled the Darkroom PhotoIn buying fertilizers, it is mainher daughter, Mrs. Chester Pat- graphy Youth Project, it is deber of steep road cuts in Kentucton, Mr. Patton and family in signed to reach potential camera ly the amount of plant food that ky to prevent erosion, reduce cost
counts, not the total amount of of road maintenance and increase
PRINCETON, KY.
Evansville.
PHONE 2441
bugs through the school, the photography dealer and photography fertilizer, say agronomists at the the attractiveness of the roadsides.
A good place in caldv..ell counclubs. Dealers and clubs will University of Kentucky Agriculty to see the kind of protection
demonstrate the use of various tural Experiment Station.
kudzu gives in the winter is on
equipment and materials.
The cheapness of the fertilizer
the Princeton-Cadiz road, near
Within six months it is exMr. Alfred
Ehrenwald, of
thus depends mainly on the price Rock Springs Methodist Church.
Nashville, Tennessee, was a vis- pected that regular photography
itor here Monday and Tuesday of classes will get under way. Lar- of the plant food in it, not on A short distance from the church,
ry Fink, photographic darkroom the price of a bag or ton. Often toward Cadiz, one can see a good
this week.
.Thomas Gore of Independence, specialist, is heading the project fertilizers which are cheapest a cover of kudzu vines and leaves
Mo., has returned to his home, which is also aimed at irsterest- bag or ton cost the most for the which are giving good protection
to the soil on a steep eight to ten
after a visit with his mother, ing housewives and retired per- actual plant food in them.
Mrs. Cora Gore, Donivan street. sons in photography as a hobby.
Plant food usually costs more foot road cut.
7 O'Clock -- Lodge Room
in low grade or low analysis fer- SEVERAL MAPS RECEIVED
Land capability maps were reAll Brothers Plan To Attend
tilizers, such an the 8-9-6 or 212-6, than those of higher grade ceived at t h e soil conservatioo
Hillery Barnett, Sec'y.
even though the cost per ton or district headquarters this week
bag of the lower grade fertilizer for Otha Barnes and Hubert Holmay be less. This is because bagging, handling and transportation costs are the same per ton
Kenland Clover averages 40 per
or bag irrespective of the amount
of plant food in the fertilizer.
cent more hay in some tests.
Also in very low analysis ferKenland Clover is a good seed protilizers, materials which have no
fertilizing value may be put in
ducer.
to make weight. Plant food costs
Kenland Clover is a better soil buildordinarily are less in straight fertilizers than in mixed goods. At
er than red clover.
present, on th4 average, the cost
Kenland Clover is longer-lived than
of plant food in a ton of mixed
common red clover.
fertilizer .is about $8 more than
the cost of the same amount of
Kenland Clover is more resistant to
plant food in straight fertilizers.
disease than red clover.
Mixed fertilizers, however, may
offer a saving in labor and exIts root growth contains 35 to 45 pounds more pense of application when more
than one plant food istheeded.

PRINCETON CREAM & BUTTER CO.

C. A. WOODALL INS. AGENCY

SY OPERATION

ARNOLD LIGON TRUCK LINE
RESUMES OPERATIONS

-47i14. tii`LA.i'i
, :f!Lv
,A441P4'.
,... standard equipment
with the Model G
Have you ever driven a Model G Tractor? If not, there's

waiting for you.
a real experience driver's
seat in front of the engine is the

Location of the
secret of its easy operation. Controla and implements are
grouped right in front of you. You can keep your eye on
the row — without groping for controls. Tools in front,
engine in the rear allows you a clear view of the row from
any angle. Quick, easy steering keeps the implements on
course with little effort.
4 mph.,
3
Four-speed transmission with a creeper gear of /
simple control and excellent crop vision ... plus plenty of
power for a variety of sobs.
Stop in and drive the Model G.

nitrogen per acre. It therefore benefits corn
and other crops that are gown in rotation more.
This soil building advantage alone can be worth
the entire seed cost to farmers growing Kenland
Red Clover.

Cayce-yost has Registered and Certified Kenland
Clover that is tested for purity and germination.

Next 30 days. Grain
drills with fertilizer and
seed attachments.

Service By This Truck Line Is Now Restored A n d Personnel Is Back On The Job. We Are Making Every Attempt To Give Good, Quick Service As We Have In The
Past To And From The Following Points:

••(;

oldie fobrua
'Thursda ,Febru
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Ramey - Futrell

Leader Congratulates

lau e
ra
gram was given •y
Koltinsky, assisted by Miss Mary
Wilson Baker, Miss Melville
Young and Mrs. Mina Tom Ryan.
A buffet lunch was served by
the hostess to Mesdames W. E.
Willis, Claude Koltinsky, Robert
Jacob, Mina Tom Ryan, Misses
Gwen Booker, Mary Wilson Baker and Melville Young. Mrs. Ernest Childress was a guest.
The next meeting will be at
the home of Mrs. Frank Wilson.

p

Miss Judy Pruett, of Owensher
boro, was a weekend guest of
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Percy
Pruett.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Hodge, of
Murray, were guests in Princeton
last Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Shultz,
and
of Paducah, visited relatives
friends last weekend.
Mrs. Richard Cherry, of Lexington, is spending this week in
Princeton with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Boyd Satterfield, because of the illness of her father.

Mr. and Mrs. George Henry
Sherrill, Route 1, on the birth of
a son, Guy Jamison, February 8.
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Akers,
319 Eagle, on the birth of a
daughter, Victoria Elizabeth, February 11.
Mr. and Mrs. Layman Franklin Pinnegar, Kuttawa, on the
Beta Sigma Sorority
Luncheon Is Given By
r. And Mrs. Piercy
birth of a son, Franklin PinneHas Potluck Dinner
Mrs. Alvin Lisanby
Entertain Bridge Club
gar, February 7.
ChapTau
Alpha
of
Members
Mrs. Alvin Lisanby entertained
Mr. and Mrs. Dean Piercy enMr. and Mrs. Howard Wilson
Phi sorority, held
tertained their bridge club Sat- with a luncheon Wednesday, ter, Beta Sigma
Story, Route 3, Fredonia, on the
FebTuesday,
dinner,
potluck
a
urday, February 16, at their home February 13, at her home on Edof a son, Bobby Gene StoMr. and Mrs. Giannini
ruary 19, at the home of Mrs. birth
dyville road.
on South Jefferson street.
ry, February 2.
Hopkinsville
on
Rowland,
Harold
The luncheon table, covered
Give Buffet Dinner
Prizes were awarded. to Mr. and
Mr.• and Mrs. Clifton Ernest
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Giannini en- M:s. James Shrewsbury, Mr. and with a white cloth was centered road.
Jones, Route 3, Dawson Springs,
viceJr.,
Rowland,
Roy
Mrs.
tertained with a buffet dinner
rs. J. W. Cameron, Mr. Harvey with an arrangement of yellow
daughter, Depresident, conducted the business on the birth of a
and bridge Saturday, February 16, sizemore and Mrs. Kenneth Hop- snapdragons.
February 2.
Ann,
borah
Guests were Mrs. Hal Harned session.
on.
at their home on Route 3.
Mr. and Mrs. William Warren
present were Mesdames
Bridge prizes were awarded to
A buffet supper was served by and Mrs. W. T. Davis, of Dawson. _Those
Aikins, Joe Barnes, Robert Allen, Dawson Springs, on the
John Mahan and Doctors C. H. he host and hostess to Mr. and Springs; Mrs. William Young, of John
Jo,
James Hodge, Dean birth of a daughter, Betty
Jaggers and Frank Giannini.
rs. Harvey Sizemore, Mr. and Fredonia, and Mrs. Henry Sevi- Gordon,
Pool, J. H. Pres- February 0.
Shelby
Piercy,
Cadiz,
Sr.,
of
Taylor,
Rumsey
Mrs.
Cameron,
and
Guests were Mr. and Mrs.
son
W.
rs. J.
Mr. and Mn, Leo Aloysius
Mrs. Lisanby Hostess
ler, Bill Robinson, Harold RowRichard Morgan, Mr. and Mrs. nd Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Hop- of Princeton.
C. W. Link, Route 3, on the birth of a
Jr.,
Rowland,
Roy
land,
Mrs.
and
Mr.
were
Randolph,
Guests
Circle
Ralph
n, of Cerulean.
To Lottie Moon
Scott, Tom Whitsett and Virgil son, Michael Leo, February 2.
and Mrs.
r. and Mrs. James Shrewsbury, Valentine Party Given
The Lottie Moon Circle of the Rvmsey Taylor, Jr., Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Van Buren RobWoodall.
C.
Mrs.
and
Dr.
Norris,
f Princeton, Miss Sally
First Baptist Church met Tues- Billy McConnell,
inson, Route 5, on the birth of
•
Cash
Lou
Betty
For
Jack
Mrs.
f Evansville, and Robert Piercy,
day, February 12, at the home of H. Jaggers, Mr. and
twin sons, Donald Noris, and
Mahan, f Paducah.
Miss Betty Lou Cash was given
Mrs. Alvin Lisanby on Eddyville Crider, Mr. and Mrs. John
Ronald Doris, January 21.
and
a Valentine party by her mother,
Dr. and Mit. Frank Giannini,
road.
Mr. and Mrs. Hasful Hicks,
Shultz,
Mrs. Ralph Cash, February 14, at
The devotional was given by Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Teen-Age
Given
Route 1, Fredonia, on the birth
Party
their home on West Main street. Fredonia Valley
Mrs. Ernest Childress. The pro- of Paducah.
of a son, Jerry Wayne, FebruClub Members Saturday
The table was centered with a
Mrs. G. C. Ferguson and Mrs. ary 8.
A party was given members of four tiered Valentine cake and Walton Woodall were co-hostessthe Teen-age Club, Saturday, the home was decorated in the es to the Fredonia Valley HomeFebruary 18, at their club rooms Valentine motif. Games were makers February 12, at the home
played and contests were held.
on Locust street.
of Mrs. Ferguson.
Refreshments were served to
There were approximately 100
Preparing and cooking roasts
Mr. and Mrs. Burhl Hollowell
Misses Christilou Nabb, Sheila, was the food lesson given by the
members and guests present.
and Peggy, Harold Hollowell and
Judy
Judy
Quinn,
by
Prowell
Brooksie
furnished
and
was
Sharon
Music
food leaders, Mrs. Orval
Miss Helen Hollowell, were SunJacobs, Donna Sue and Patricia and Mrs. Noble Paris.
Peebles and B. M. Stone.
day guests of Mr. and Mrs. VerMarand
Wilcox, Suzanne Crider
Mrs. Floyd Jones told the die Creekmur, at Paducah.
tha Cash.
group about her trip to Farm
Bobbie Goodwin Is
Mr. and Mrs. Howard McConand Home Week at Lexington.
nell were in Bowling Green, SatGiven Birthday Party
Mesdames
to
served
was
Lunch
Book Lovers Club Meets
urday and attended the WesternBobbie Goodwin, son of Mr.
Cecil Brasher, Billy Conway,
Murray. basketball game that
With Mrs. Shell Smith
Byrd Guess, Russell Melton, J. J.
and Mrs. Charles Goodwin, Cadmet Rogers, Aubra Litchfield, Larry evening. Also attending the game
Club
Lovers
Book
The
iz street, celebrated his Ilth
Wednesday, February 13, at the Kimmer, Herman Brenda, Floyd were Bob McConnell, Vanderbilt
birthday, Saturday, February 16, home of Mrs. Shell Smith, Eddystudent, and friends, Loyd Emory,
Jones, Ruble Akridge, Walton
Ed Norris, and Bob Lou, all law
with a party for several of his vale road.
Woodall, Orval Prowell, Ray
Adults -- 60c
Mrs. J. B. Lester spoke to the Wigginton, Clifton Turley, Noble .,students from the University.
friends.
Students -- 35c
A lunch with ice cream and group on "The Romantic Survival Paris, Glen Rogers, G. D. Fergu- \ Mrs. Virginia Dalzell and Mr.
of Social Conscious- son, Russell Yates, Howard Eas- and Mrs. John S. Street, of Cadcake was served to the guests by and the Rise
Reserved Seats -- 25c
ness".
ley, Charlie Wilson, Arlie Vin- iz, attended "Campus Lights" at
Mrs. Goodwin. That afternoon
Murray Friday night. Mrs. DalA plate lunch was served by son and Ed Phelps.
they saw a movie.
zell was an overnight guest of
the hostess to Mesdames K. L.
The guests were Lucius Bry- Barnes, J. H. Calloway, Emery
Mr. and Mrs. Street.
FROM ANY ROTARIAN -- or
ant, Charles and Billie Cravens, Dobbins, Charles Gaddie, C. H. New 62
Mr. and Mrs. Louby UnderThe New 62 Homemakers met
CORNER DRUG STORE
Joe Hunsaker, J. W. McCarlie and J'aggers, J. B. Lester, John MaFebruary 14, at 10 wood and daughters, Misses CarThursday,
and
Donnie
Ronnie
Goodwin.
han, K. L Martin, Willard Moore,
WOOD DRUG STORE
a. m.. at the home of Mrs. Earl olyn and Marilyn, of Madisonville,
George Pettit, Ralph Randolph,
were Sunday guests of Mr. and
Spurlock.
J. D. Stephens, and John Ed
Kathy Shelton Honored
The major lesson on meat pre- Mrs. Ray Farmer, Washington
Young.
was given by Mrs. C. D. street.
With Birthday Party
Mrs. Smith was assisted by Mrs paration
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Rowland,
Scott and MTS. T. V. Holt.
Miss Kathy Shelton was honor- Owen Ingram.
Miss Wilma Vandiver gave a Sr:, have returned from vacationed recently at a birthday party
repcfrt of the Farm and Home ing in Florida.
given by her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. John Ed Young
Week meeting held at Lexington
Mrs. Ova Shelton, at their home
Those present were Mesdames
in Dawson Springs.
Hostess To Wood Circle
CHAPTER MEETING
Mrs. John Ed Young was host- Guy Bell, Ernest Sell, Norvel
Refreshments of ice cream and
Clay Chapter No. 28
cake were served to 19 guests. ess to the Wood Circle Thursday, Grimes, V. T. Holt, C. L. Scott,
Those attending from Princeton February 14, at her home on John Baldridge, Mae Morris and witl hold regular meeting
the hostess. Visitors were Mrs.
were Donna Sharon Kemp and North Seminary street.
Lenita Sue McConnell.
Mrs. Henry Sevison reviewed Abner Mitchell, Mrs. Ray Spur- 7 P. M. Friday, February
the book, "Cod So Loved The lock, Mrs. James Jordon and Mrs. 22nd. At this meeting
N. C. McCarty.
World", by Elizabeth Geudge.
Mrs. Landes Hostess
the first three degrees
A dessert course was served by
Lenita Sue McConnell was
To Friday Bridge Club
the hostess to Mesdames C. J. confined to her home last week
will be conferred. CornMrs. James Landes was hostess Bishop, John McLin, J. H. Callo°anions take notice.
to the Friday Bridge Club, Febru- way, Shell Smith, Owen Ingram, with the flu.
ary 15, at her home on Hopkins- L. L. Patmor, Henry Sevison, AlMrs. Berdie Moore has been ab- Earl Adams, High Priest.
Get Your
ville street.
lison Akin, C. S. Collier, K. L. ent from her work for the last G. W.
Towerv, Secretary
Prizes
were
won
by Mrs. Jack Martin, Tom Cash, Mary Rice, everal days because of illness.
Reserved
Crider and Mrs. Hewlett Morgan. Ed McLin and Miss Bertie NichA dessert course was served by ols.
SEATS
the hostess to Mesdames James
Shrewsbury, Frederick Stallins,
Hewlett Morgan, Richard Morgan, Fredonia Senior Class
Billy McElroy, Stanley Sharp, Given Valentine Party
Gordon Lisanby, Hillery Barnett,
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Nichols were
Misses Vergie Barnett and Mary hosts to the Fredonia Senior Class
Loftus. Guests were Mrs. Jack at a Valentine party, given on
Crider and Mrs. Ed Johnstone.
Saturday evening, February 18, in
the gymnasium.
Contests provided t h e entertainment for the evening. Prizes
were won by Margaret Howton
Mary Askew, Evelyn Riley, Bar
p.
bara Lee Cartwright, Dick Rice
Paul Vinson and Charles Howton
Refreshments, in which the
Valentine motif was featured
were served to the seniors. Mrs
John Rice was a guest.

Mr. and MTS. James A. Ramey,
Dawson road, announce the marriage of their daughter, Lillian
Nell, to Pvt. John L. Futrell, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Roy E. Futrell,
South Seminary street.
A Justice of Peace officiated at
the single ring ceremony which
took place February 2, at San
Marcos, Texas.
The bride was attired in a navy
and white dressmakers snit with
a red rosebud corsage.
Mrs. Futrell has been employed
by the Princeton Hosiery Mills for
the past )ear. Pvt. Futrell is in
A&E Mechanic schooling at San
Marcos Air Force Base.
The couple is at home at 217
Hutchinson street, ,San Marcos,
Texas.

Homemakers News
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6th ANNUAL ROTARY
"BLUEGRASS" MINSTREL
TICKETS ON SALE

2L 19

Junior High
School Class
Will Present

"If Mother 0
Knew"

p
as0n
New
WinneriS!wPlants
Wh
Cynthia LO

(sy

Department(.4
aan, has given
,
we
to the
Mr--

AT 730 p. m. Fri
Feb. 22, at Butler
High Auditoriun

75% Moro Wear
from Your Tire!
Recapping adds new
life to your old tire...
extra dividends for
taxed budgets .. .safer driving for you.
* * * *
Extra Special New Tire Bargains.
Come in today and save.

TN

Princeton Tire & Recapping Co.
N. Harr;

Phone 2819

LOCA
What Electric Range gives y
the divided burner top all
women want? It's

GET YOUR TICKETS NOW

the
•Pictures of
I this DewsoaPee
Tenerrow, floes
list* oleo their
respasibilities wl
ems will be many
A* Dew • • • vi
dui rang tee"
Ws professional
a fen= Maid"'
ildrid is •(
For raoperstioe
hi dlesvirtes
• Airsairehehee
Week home
tbs *tares at the
sad. is 'what
eksrp er
pima ee ether
•Tiede set
do ist seed to
If yea with. Jut
tans take&
ivied the pass
eble as Katt

LOTS OF FUN
LOTS OF LAFFS

•Yee las clip
a ramente ef
NM sod memory

ENTERTAINMENT GALORE

Iktiew to

2 BIG NIGHTS

Pi
Friday, F

MARCH 3rd - 4th
BUTLER HIGH - 8 P. M.

NOW

Insist on the best -- buy
Electric Range

PERFECTION
STYLE — BEAUTY — QUALITY

ELDRED HARDWARE

CO.

Phone 2751

SIX GOOD REASONS
Why you should subscribe

to The Princeton Leader

Sun-drenched colors In

HUMMING BIRDS

M r s. Cullen B. Johnston, o
Memphis, Tennessee, is expecte
to visit her brother, Ralph Ran
dolph, Mrs. Randolph and chil
dren this weekend.
Mabin Gore, of Lorraine, Ohio
is visiting his mother, Mrs. Cor
Gore, Donivan street.

Nylons soft, subtle enough for pastel costumes.
Misty complements to navy. Sun-tanned ii..ents

1. BECAUSE you want to keep informed as to what your
friends and neighbors are doing, what's going on in
the surrounding country, and what is going to happen
in the future.

i
dew—

::!..
1,41.

' I'llfil

ER1;21
,0 1"•••••"
' II

2. BECAUSE The Leader gives you t h e most complete
coverage of news in this community.

Ful
)
( ((I
F A

3. BECAUSE you can save money by keeping posted on
the bargains advertised in The Leader, a leading advertising medium in its field.

for prints. Never have Humming Bird colors
been prettier. Never have Humming Bird sheer
texture, perfect fit, long wear meant
more than they do today. 60 gauge.

ir

15 denier—our famous HUMMING BIRD 60

$1.50

You can avoid
ruinous loss

Humming Bird
51 gauge 15's
. $1.35

Fire insurance guards
you against financial
loss at all times. Safeguards your investment
and savings at an amazingly low cost to you.
It's wise to insure.

Kentucky Derby
60 Gauge
Black or Blue Heels - $1.65
All New Spring Shades

k"•?.1

PRINCETON SHOE CO.
"FINE SHOES FITTED BY X-RAY"

4. BECAUSE the classified section of The Leader is valuable to both advertiser and reader.

PLAY SAFE ---- CALL US

JOHN E. YOUNG
INRIlltitNCE AGENCY
Phone 321)1
Princeton, Ky.

5. BECAUSE The Princeton Leader is dedicated to the interests of this community and to the support of community enterprises and organizations which are of the
most value to all the citizens of the community.
6. BECAUSE this newspaper is well printed and easy to
read.

Ae)
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Season Opens
h New Prize
ner Plants

ment of the .hOme gardener int.
terested in food preservatfon.
It is a highly debatable point
whether the home gardener actually ever needs encouragement,
but one may presume that is nod
from official sources has the effect of directing h I s atteation
more in the direction of fruit- and
(By Cynthia Lowry)
vegetable-raising and diverting
Department of Agriculture, his attention somewhat Dem
again, has given its official flowers.
sement to the encourageSeedsmen a n d horticulturists

Bulletin Gives
Control Methods
For Black Shank

!County Agent's
Column
By R. A. Mabry

THE GARDEN 1 Ky. Farm News
By John S. Gardner, Kentucky
College of Agriculture and
Home Economics
11•411.11111111•11.401•••••110.101.0.1•111.41•100000001••••••••••01•41110•0110.14111Y
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LOCAL CHILDREN
• Pictures of the children of this community are to be published
N this newspaper as a special tribute to our Young Citizens et'
'Tomorrow. Soon the responsibility for world destiny will rest
heavily upon their shoulders.. As Americans, they will meet throe
responsibilities without faltering. Among them, in the years S.
tome will be many with fame and fortune. But, just as they are
right now ... with the dawn of a greater tomorrow In thth
fresh young fates ... this newspaper wants • picture of these
future professional men and women, and, who knows, perhaps
a future president of our country. These pictures will be published Is a forthcoming special feature. 90, Mother and
your cooperation will be needed to help make this event a colorful and inspiring exhibit!
• Arrangements have been made with The Wolts Studios, sr
tionally known ehildren's photographers for newspapers, to take
the pictures at the time and place given below. All you have
to do is bring your children to the photographer. There is se
charge or obligation. Children most be accompanied by ate
parent or other guardian.
•Yen do not have to be a subscriber to this newspaper and pug
de net need to purchase photographs, although you may do frie
if you wish. Just bring your children down and have the p4..
Sores taken. Later you will be shown proofs from which yew
select the pow you prefer having printed in the pseer- It ti es
simple as that!
•You can clip those pictures from the paper, thus obtaining
all memento of childhood which will become a treasured haw
labs and memory Tweed for both you and your children.
Below la iise lime and plans So bare pear
glaieunn taken williboad awn

- buy

Pictures Will Be Taken
Friday, Feb. 29 -- 10 A. M. To 6 P. M.
At Princeton Hotel
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GARDENING TIME'S CLOSE, U
The use of a sprayer instead of
New crop varieties that farm- a duster would help make a garers should become familiar with den become the "big business"
and put into use when they be- that it is.
come dissatisfied with varieties
Especially is this true as to
they now are using include:
controlling disease, notable tomaColumbia is the Spring Oat varto late blight, the "bad" form that
iety that has been in use for a
virtually ruined adl tomatoes in
number of years; however, three
1950. As a result, gardeners were
new varieties that are high yieldscared lido "doing something"
ers, strong stemmed and are relast year, and mainly that "somesistant to rusts are being recomthing" was dusting, and their tomended. These are Andrew, Menmatoes were saved, and confido, and No. 0-200.
dence in dusting has become
A relatively n e w variety of
strong. But last year late blight
white corn that has a strong stalk
wee; not epidemic, but only (as
also do their share in stimulating usual) early blight, whose conthe interests of the home garden- trolling can be reasonably done
er by constantly producing new by using copper oxide even in
types of fruits and vegetables dust form.
which most hobby gardeners are
Late blight can repeat, and
tempted to try.
those who try to control it with
such dust may suffer the same
GOLD MEDAL VEGETABLES
This year, for instance, the All- loss as occurred in 1950, even
American selections include two though they do what they think
gold medal awards. One is a new is a good job. Only spraying with
bush snapbean named "Wade", oxychloride copper or with Borwhich judges in most parts of deaux mixture or with basic copthe count!, found to be highly per sulphate can be depended
productive, with straight, round upon for stopping the 'tad"
and stringless pods. The second blight.
The main obstacle to purchasis "Salad Bowl" lettuce, heat-resisting. loose-leafed, tender and ing a sprayer is its seemjngly
sweet. It is especially recommend- large cost. But that entire cost
ed for home garden use. Both can be "earned" with the extra
were developed by the Depart- potatoes that result from controlment of Agriculture.
ling the black fleabeetles on a
Silver medals were received for 100-pound planting, in one year.
a heat-resisting, heavy-bearing Using that sprayer for stopping
spinach called "America", and for insects on the rest of the garden
a solid-fleshed pumpkin, "All- in one year may "earn" its cost
neck". Honorable mention went again because of the less cost of
to a French horticultural bu sh spraying materials as against that
bean, "Stringless Hon'.
of dust. The sprayer may earn
SOME NEW FLOWERS
itself again on tomatoes in that
No gold medals were passed year, by keeping the first setting
out in the flower classes this year, Or even 30 plants alive and thrivbut "Fiesta" cosmos picked up a ing up to frost time, saving land,
silver medal. It blooms early, is fertilizer and the work that goes
a bushy type and grows over two into setting the late tomato patch
feet high. But the big news from which come the tomatoes
about "Fiesta" is that it brings that are to be canned. This comes
a real scarlet hue to the range of about from stopping the early
cosmos colors. It self-sows, too.
blight that always comes, but
Honorable mentions were re- there is protection against the
ceived by three new strains of late form, .should it come, and
annuals. "Ballerina" is a new, gardeners may sleep better knowdwarf fringed petunia of a rich ing that everything's safe.
salmon color. "Persian Carpet"
A "business" gardener cannot
zinnias bring rich oriental colors escape having a sprayer as
a
to an excellent edging plant. guarantee of his garden
behaving
"Globe" phlox is another draiwf as it should. But his "savings"
plant, with a color range from pay for that sprayer in one year,
white to dark crimson, nicely whereas business persons
are
adapted to edging, rock gardens sometimes content with having
or even window boxes.
the savings of even 50 years reThe All-American selections, of pay their investments ,made
tocourse, are icing on the garden ward making savings.
Tunnels and
cake and hold a place of distinc- double-tracking railroads
are extion in the front of the year's crop amples.
of seed-catalogues. There are lots
Another "saving" device is a
of other new and improved seeds good wheelhoe, where the
garden
—and many of the old standbys is hand -tended. With
a good
haven't been bested yet.
wheelhoe, slide-hoe equipped, a
They are doing great things in gardener can cut his hoeing
time
the way of developing small-size easily 80 per cent,
and do a betvegetables and fruits now, for
the small garden and the small with ears of uniform height and
family. Some of them are fasci- yields equally well as Ky. 203
nating. Midget corn, for instance, is U. S. 523 W. Another good white
is a tried and true garden stand- variety of corn being certified in
by, with ears from four to six Kentucky is Indiana 750 B.
Kentucky yellow corn varieties
inches in length and as tender
and handsome as their larger rel- being recommended are still Ky.
atives. There are midget water- 103, Ky, 102, and U. S. 13. The
melons and muskmelons, too, as one new yellow hybrid certified
well as the small varieties of to- in Kentucky is Indiana 844 D.
In test over the state last year
matoes.
A SAFE PROCEDURE
Ky. No. 35 burley had the highFor the beginner gardener, est average yield and returned the
however, its best to stick to rec- most dollars per acre but did not
ommended and established varie- bring the.highest price per pound.
ties. Pick a reputable seedsman This variety is root rot, fusarium
and take his recommendation for wilt, and mosiac resistant.
the best varieties of your locale,
The second best producer was
climate and soil. You'll have to Ky. No. HI This variety was also
decide yourself such important second highest in value per acre.
items as whether you like a short This variety is root rot resistant
snub-nosed carrot better than a
long, tapering one, or little round
Kentucky No. 57 was a close
r e d buttons of radishes better third in yield and value per acre.
than a white root which looks This variety is root rot and mosilike an icicle.
ac resistant.
In any event, study the seed
The new Atlantic variety of ailcatalogues carefully, read the des- falfa should be used if and when
criptions and decide early what the seed is available as it is disyou would LIKE to grow. Send ease resistant and a high yielder.
in your seed order—also early—
Kentucky red clover is the recafter you've made your garden ommended variety of red clover
plan and discovered how much as it is disease resistant and
a
you'll have room for.
high yielder.
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Dead Stock Removed

-

for: Horses, Cows and Hogs
WE OPERATE SANITARY TRUCKS WITH LEAKPROOF BEDS. PROMPT, COURTEOUS SERVICE
We Also Pick Up Small Animals Free Of Charge

UNITED FURNITURE

KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS

MANUFACTURING CO.

PHONE 3698, PRINCETON, KY.
We Pay All Phone Charges -. -

Dawson Rood

Phone 3766

Finn ftiesegg, a representative
of the Norwegian government,
spent two days studying the work
of the Tennessee Valley Authority in Western Kentucky.
Mrs. Blanche S. Back, Wayne
county home agent, gave information on landscaping to 18 lead- signs,
21/2 by 4 feet, to be placed
ers in homemakers clubs.
in trant of their schools.
Articles of incorporation have
Industries in Jefferson county
been issued for the Henderson in 1951 took over approximately
County 4-H Club Association, Inc. '2,000 acres, said to be some
of
Bobby Ishmael, Pendleton the best garden land in the councounty 4-11 champion tobacco ty.
givwer, received $84.28 a hundredMuhlenberg county strawberry
weight for 484 pounds grown on growers will pick about 150 acres
a quarter-acre.
of berries this spring, and plan to
Fulton county farmers. saved set 100 more acres.
12,000 Wounds of Kenland r e d
Four-H club calf feeding proclover seed the past season.
jects in Hickman county have
Three hundred Martin county doubled any previous year's feedfarmers who enrolled in the ing program.
Green Pastures program will
Buford Clark of Knox county
groW a new variety of grass or seeded 180 acres of pasture this
hay.
year, applying 22 tons of rock
Twenty-one 4-H clubs in Hop- phosphate and 78 tons of lime.
In Warren county, the cow-and'
kins county will construct club
calf project is recommended by
ter job. A "business" gardener the county agents to 4-H'ers as
a
needs a wheelhoe, and he may practical plan.
earn it in just one year in a Y4The 4-H club pig chain in Cumacre garden, but those "earnings" berland county has resulted in at
are repeated year after year, as least 50 registered hogs being
long as the wheelhoe lasts, per- kept in the county for
breeding
haps 20 years.
purposes.

FERGUSON

winds up in a

PAY LIKE RENT FOR
YOUR OWN HOME

BIG NIGHT
for the entire farm family'
Thursday Night
February 28
7 P. M.
TREASURE CHEST and
FARM QUIZ WINNERS
announced at this meeting

THE ARDOG1(
Form Rooms

Still seise thee left is MAW the coldest wad pick
up peer Treasure Chest Key. Step la Taiwyl

'
41"741""""
-4.1•

Here is • pre 'caul sad setrectivin
biome for • family of moderate iscome. The rooms ere arranged to
eameset• es mach wade spec* es
pomade. Tim hitches milk its &Mac)
specs is as erreagermeat which mil
aurae tb. base iseemeife messy ships.
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SPONSORED BY

106-11M IDIOW
MINUMMO. alPIANONO IIMPOUIATION

Illat PtM

H. C. P'POOL TRACTOR
& IMPL. CO.

STEGER LUMBER CO.
Princeton, Ky.

Princeton, Kentucky

Phone 2061

LADIES WASH

PANTIES

FROCKS

White
Maize
Blue
Pink

Pacific Factory Fabric
Vat Dyed
Fast Color

PRICE

We Meet All Competition

'Sc
Pair

INFANTS RAYON

Sizes 12 to 40
SPECIAL

Phone 3226

INFANTS COTTON

Lace Trim

1

69

PANTIES 25(
Sizes ,
to 6
White
Pink
Blue

Each

Pair

LADIES SANDALS

54 GAUGE ALL

Tan or Multi Color

15 DENIER HOSE

Sling Back

DU PONT NYLON

Real $3.95

Slight Irregulars

Value

New Spring

Sizes 4 to 10

Shades

WE PAY HIGHEST CASH PRICES

y to
2311

A new bulletin of the University of Kentucky Experiment Station describes the black shank
diseuee of tobacco and discusses
ways it can be prevented from
spreading, or eradicated once it
gets started on a farm.
The disease has been in Kentucky since before 1936, and has
been reported in about 80 counties. In some parts of Marion,

Mercer and Washington counties he is not familiar with the disit has spread to nearly all farms ease he should have it diagnosed
and is causing serious loss. In by someone who is. Care ehOulde
other counties, as Todd, Nicholas be used in removing the plant
and OweR, it was eradicated sev- from the field to see that no dirt
eral years ago by putting fields is scattered. If the plant prove*
in grass.
to have black shank, the spot
Black shank usually spreads from which it was removed
first along creeks and rivers, should be drenched with 1 part
where tobacco is grown on over- of Nabam to 400 part of water,
flow land. It also can be spread and the field preferably sown to
by trading labor or machinery. A grass in the fall. Following a syscontribution of Dr. W. D. Val- tem of this kind the fungus should
leau, plant pathologist, the bulk- soon disappear from the farm.
tin sums up control measures as
"Growers should understand
follows:
that success in controlling the
"If you are in a black shank disease one year will not mean
area, grow tobacco each year on that danger is over. Plans should
a clean piece of ground and see be made for several years ahead
to it that the black shank fun- and followed carefully if loses in
gus is not carried into this field the future are to be prevented."
from an infested field by running
water, on tools, or on the feet of
George Mikan, known in baswork animals or men or in any ketball circles as "Mr. Basketother way.
ball", once was boy mayor of
"Every farmer, whether in a Joliet, Ill., for a day.
black shank area or not, should
be on the alert for the find sign
New York's "El" trains were
of black !thank In his patch. If electrified in 1902 iuxi 1903. ,

19c
Pair

Finkel's Fair Store
"Where Your $$ Have More Cents"
Princeton, Kentucky
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LOVELY
PRISCILLA
One Group

English Rib and Fine
Mercerized ANKLETS

COTTAGE SETS

25c pair

Values to $2.98

CURTAINS
• Organdies

One Lot Ladies $4.98
SANDALS

For Only

• Marquisette

$1.98 pair

Dress Up Your

PLASTIC DRAPES

Home

36-Inch Square
SILK SCARFS

98c & $1.98

Now.

FINE
QUALITY

Beautiful
CANNON TOWELS

THIS BIG

One Group $2.98
HAND BAGS

Crease

Heavy Quality
20 x 40 Size

"NU LOOM"
Solid Pastel

69c value — 49c
$1.49 value — 98c
DRUID

SHEETS

81 x 99

$2.29

81 x 108

$2.49

72 x 99

$1.98

DRUID CASES

2 for $1.00

890

Dan

Fine Quality
CURTAIN SCRIM
White and Colors

TISSUE GI
A $1.29 Vol

Just 25c yd.

980

One Group
CRETONNES

Lo

59c yd.

TISSUE C

Every One Raves About Our
"Dixie Lou" and "Marty D"
WASH DRESSES

Values to 98c
Everyone Knows Druid

NYLONS

46 In.
A "Wamsutta"

$1.3

You May Have Two For Only

Sheer and Beautiful
Sizes 81/2 to 11

27 x 27 Birdseye

Only

DIAPERS

A New Fabric

77c pair

First Quality

TUB-A-LIN

Magic-Crepe

$1.98 doz.
One Rack Misses
TAFFETA DRESSES
$6.98 Values

Beautiful Texture
Lace Trim
And

Tailored

$1.98
$2.98 Value

TODAY'S SPECIAL VALUE

Linen With A New
Finish

Half Sizes..

Infants Cotton
TRAINING PANTS
6 PAIRS FOR
A REAL BUY

A Junior Butcher

Many Patterns...
Many Styles...
Junior Sizes. ..
Misses Sizes...

SALE START
TODAY'S SPECIAL V

TODAY'S SPECIAL VALUE

• FULL SIZE

Another Shipment
Ladies Rayon

BED SPREAD

PANTIES

In Rayon Jacquord
Yel
Rose - Green - Blue

For Only

25° pair

$1.00 and $1.98
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WITH THE FIRST 50 PURCHASES MADE IN OUR STORE FRIDAY
MORNING WE WILL INCLUDE ONE CANNON FACE TOWEL - - A 39c
VALUE FOR ONLY 10c - - ASK FOR YOUR FACE TOWEL

I

1

WITH EVERY PAIR OF SHOES BOUGHT IN 0 U R STORE FRIDAY
AND SATURDAY WE WILL GIVE ABSOLUTELY FREE ONE PAIR OF
ANKLETS OR WORK SOCKS - - ASK FOR YOUR ANKLETS

MEN'S
OVERALLS

Men's White Cotton
WORK SOCKS
5 Pairs
for

"Test" and Washington Dee-Cee"
Brands - - -

We HOVE A Group Of
Counter Soiled
DRESS SHIRTS

Best Grade 8 Oz.

In White and Colors For

Blue Denim - - - Fully Cut - - - Bar
Tacked - - - High and Low Back
Boys
DRESS SOCKS
Cotton Blaziers
4 Pairs
For

-7

Men's
DRESS SOCKS
39c Value For ,

. A $3.29 Value

Solid P

We Are Closing Out The
Remainder Of Our Men's

25c pair

BOYS OVERALLS
Some As Dad's Above
Buy Several At
$1.79 pair

"NU 1..

Values to $3.98

DRESS SHOES
For Only

$4.00 pair
Values to $10.98

't

TISSUE
A $1.29

Boys 8-Ounce
DUNGAREES
A Real Buy For

Men's 8-0z.

Only 1.79

DUNGAREES
A $2.19 Value For

One Group Boys
SPORT SHIRTS

$1.98

$1.00
TISSUE

$1.49 and $1.98

SALE Of MEN'S
46
A

Values

Close Out

DRESS TROUSERS

"Warns

BOYS OXFORDS
• Gabardines

$l.
A New F
TUB-A-LIN
A Junior

Values to $5.98 For Only

• Tweeds
Men's
ATHLETIC UNDERSHIRTS

• Sharkskins

2 for $1.00

Men's

$9.98 Values -- $6.90

Men's
KNIT BRIEFS

WORK SHIRTS

$8.98 Values -- $5.90

2 for $1.00

$10.98 Values For $8.90

Linen With A

In Slack and

Finish

Plain Fronts

Men's
GRIPPER SHORTS

2 for $1.00
Many Colors

Men's Light Weight

Boys
POLO SHIRTS
Blazier Stripes

COTTON "T" SHIRTS
3 For

TODAY'S SPECIAL VALUE

MAL V
• FULL SIZE

Cr-')

TODAY'S SPECIAL VALUE
Ladies

ONE LOT

$1.29 Values
SPREA

LITTLE GIRLS

BRASSIERES
Odd Sizes in Satin and
Cotton

FIDENCE
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Death Still Lurks
In Devil's Forest

Al The Churches

FIRST CHRISTIAN
Geo. W. Filer, Minister
Services:
Church School at 9:45 a. m.
Worship Service at 11:00 a. in.
CYF meets at 6:00 p. m. each
Sunday.
Evening Worship at 7:90.
Choir Rehearsal each Wedneeday at 7:00 p. in.
CENTRAL PitESBYTERIAN
Rev. Floyd Loperfldo, pastor
SUNDAY
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
1055 a. in., Morning Service
6:00 p. in. Youth Meeting
700 p. m. Worship Service
WEDNESDAY
7:00 p.m. Mid-Week Service
OGDEN METHODIST
Rev. Joseph H. Callender, Pastor
Church School, 9:45 o'clock
Morning Worship, 10:45 o'clock
Methodist Youth Fellowship,
I! o'clock
Evening Worship, 7:30 o'clock
Wednesday Evening Service, 7 LAST FAREWELL TO MONARCH: Queen Elizabeth II (central
o'clock
figure) stands at the right of the open crypt as she sprinkles soil
over the lowered coffin of her father, King George VI, during
FIRST BAPTIST
solemn burial ceremonies at St. George's Chapel in Windsor. Near
crypt (closer to camera) is the Queen Mother, alongside Princess
H. G. M. Hatler, Pastor
Margaret and the Princess Royal. At head of crypt, on altar, is
9:45 a. m. Sunday School
the Archbishop of Canterbury, who pronounced final words of in10:50 a. in. Morning Service
terment. (AP Wirephoto via radio from London)
6:15 p.m. _Training Union
7:30 p. m. Evening Worship
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday,
7:30 p. in.
ST. PAUL'S CATHOLIC,
PRINCETON
CHURCH Or THE IMMACULATE CONCEPTION, EARLINGTON
First, third and fifth Sundays,
Mass at 8 o'clock.
Second and fourth Sundays,
Mass at 10:00 o'clock.
Holy Days, Mass at 7 o'clock.

News From The Past

tlanuarry 26, 1909. Claude Wood s February 16, 1909. J. D. Lester
is at home from Danville, Ind., returned from a two days' hunting trip out of Paducah on the
on account of ill health.
Tennessee river with Fred and
• • •
,-february 2, 1909. The blizzard Burnie Mitchell. He reports havwild
which swept over this section of ing killed sixteen nice fat
the state last Friday is the worst ducks.
• • •
experienced for many years.
February 23, 1909. The follow• • •
ing young people of this city atFebruary 5, 1909. Don't forget
OUTWO0f) VETERAN'S HOStended the oratorical contest of
to attend the male quartette at Western Kentucky Schools at
PITAL CHAPEL
First, third and fifth Sundays, the Methodist Church, Thursday Madisonville last Friday night:
evening, Feb. 11, under the aus- Roy Stevens, Guy Stevens,
Mass at 10:30 o'clock.
Chas.
Second and fourth Sundays, pices of the Princeton Lyceum. Pepper, Walter Jones, Stegar
•
•
•
Mass at 8 o'clock.
Dollar, Earl Hollowell, John SteFebruary 9, 1909. Fred Taylor gar, Arnie Towery, Lucy Brown
Holy Days, Mass at 9 o'clock
has
moved
his
family here from and Lulu White.
Rev. William Borntraeger is
• •. •
pastor and the Rev. Richard Beaver Dam, to C. C. Tetty's
brick residence on Washington
71ements is assistant pastor.
November 16, 1909. LOST: An
street. Mr. Taylor will be in
open face gold watch. Finder will
FAIRVIEW bAPTIST
charge of the Beaver Dam Lumplease return same to me and
(Roy Francis, Jr., pastor)
ber yard here.
receive reward. Robert Morgan.
• • •
Sunday School every Sunday
• • •
afternoon at 2:39.
r February 9, 1909. Mr. and Mrs.
November 16, 1909. Fred PasPreaching every second and A. KoItinsky entertained their
fourth Sunday afternoons at son, Mr. Samuel Koltinsky and teur has accepted a position with
the Metropolitan Insurance Com2:30.
quite a number of his young lady
Prayer meeting every Satur- and gentlemen friends last even- pany under local manager Cross.
day at 7:30 p. in.
• • •
ing at a six o'clock dinner given
November 16, 1909. Dana Wood,
at the Hotel Henrietta.
NORTHSIDE BAPTIST
of Hopson, was in our midst Sat• •.
Rev. Irvine L. Parrett, pastor
February 12, 1909. LINCOLN urday _night.
Radio Service, Sunday at 7:30
• •
3
DAY—At Hodgenville Today Will
a. in.
November
19,
1909.
The most
Be
A
Great
And
Interesting
a.
in.
School-9:45
Sunday
Event. President Roosevelt to disagreeable weather of the seaMorning Worship 11 a. in.
son was on hand Monday night
speak.
Training Union-6 p. in.
• • •
when the company starring May
Evening Worship-7 p. m.
Steward in "Romeo and Juliet"
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday, February 12, 1909. Dr. T. J.
Moore, of Fredonia and brother, was on the boards at the Henriet7 p. in.
Dr. W. B. Moore, of Crider, re- ta Opera House.
turned home last Friday from
PENTICOSTAL HOLINESS
• •.
Rev. W. E. Cunningham, pastor Louisville.
November 19, 1909. School
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Notes: Messrs. Stegar Dollar and
MIDWAY BAPTIST
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Bert Keeney were absent from
Rev. J. R. Puckett, pastor
Young People's Service 6:00
school one day this week on a
10 a. m. Sunday School
p.m.
hunting trip.
11 a. m. Morning Worship
Evangelistic Service 7 p. in.
6 p. in. Training Union
prayer
Wednesday evening
U. S. SOIL POTENTIAL
7 p. m. Evening Worship
service 7:00 p.m.
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday, Trenton, N. J. — (AP) — New
Jersey farmers were told recent7 p. m.
BLUE SPRING BAPTIST
ly at a farm meeting that the soil
Rev. Wade Cunningham, Pastor FREDONIA
BAPTIST
of the United States is capable of
Services every Sunday, 11:00
Rev. W. B. Watts, Pastor
producing "food in abundance"
a. m. and 7:00 p. m.
Services every Sunday, 11:00 for one billion persons.
Sunday School every Sunday at
Sunday School 9:45 a. in.
Dr. Firman E. Bear, chairman
10:00 a. m.
a. in. and 7:30 p. m.
of the Rutgers University Soils
Pr ayer service, Wednesday
Training Union 6:30 p. m.
Department, said the actual pro7:00 p. m.
Prayer service Wed. 7:00 p. m.
duction problems of growing
Services each Saturday before
enough food for that many peosecond Sunday, 2:30 p. in.
FREDONI1 CUMBERLAND
ple would be very serious. He
PRESBYTERIAN
said land would have to be re7.UMBERLAND
Rev. Ray Wigginton, Pastor
PRESBYTERIAN
claimed from the sea, water for
Sunday School 9:45 a. in.
irrigation distilled from the ocean,
,,...—'-Rev. Earl Phelps, Pastor
Youth Fellowship, 6:15 p. m.
Sunday School, 9:45 a. in.
Preaching each first and third floods brought under complete
Morning Worship, 11 a. in.
control and every acre of land
Sunday, 11:00 a. m.
Youth Fellowship, 6 p. m.
Prayer service Wed. 7:00 p. m. conserved.
Evening Worship, 7:30 p.
The soils specialist said that at
Prayer meeting every Wednes- FREDONIA FIRST
the present time there are only
day at 7:45 p. m.. followed by PRESBYTERIAN
about 12 acres of land for each
Sunday School 10:00 a. m.
choir rehearsal.
person in the United States and
Prayer service Wed. 7:00 p. m. over half of
this is swamp, desert,
LEBANON BAPTIST CHURCH
mountain and lake.
CHURCH OF CHRIST
1Rev. Travis Terrell, pastor)
''Virgin fertility of the soil has
202 West Locust Street
Services every second Satuiday
Lige Cook, Minister
been largely exhausted," Bear
night, at 7:30 p.m., and Sunday
Bible study Sunday, 10:00 a.m. said, "and
at 11 a. m.
we are no longer satPreaching and communion each
Sunday School at 10 am, and
isfied with the yields that unaidSunday, 11:00 a. m.
services on fourth Sunday at 11
ed nature can provide."
Evening service 7:00 p.
a. m. and 7:30 p. m.
Bible study Wed. 7:00 p. m
DONALDSON BAPTIST
rtlirefErtit BAPTIST
Rev. W. B. Ladd, Pastor
Rev. W. B. Ladd, Pastor
Sunday School, 10 a. m.
Preaching each first and third
Morning Worship, 11 a. in.
Sunday, 11:00 a.m. and 7:15 p.m.
Evaning Worship, 7:45 p. in.
Sunday School every Sunday
(Second-Fourth Sundays)
New, Amazing
10:00 a. m.
Prayer meeting, Wed., 7:45 p.m. Prayer meeting each WednesRelief -day preceding first and third SunFREDONIA PENTECOSTAL
The Harvey Stomach TreatRev. Opal Miller, pastor
CRESWELL BAPTIST
ment is a doctor's formula and
Sunday School 10 a.m.
Rev. Herbert Lewis, Pastor
is guaranteed to relieve ulcer
Sunday School 10:00 a. m.
pains, gall bladder pains and
ffffilirrfrfer—
Preaching every Sunday, 11:00 nervous colitis. Get rid of that
Rev. Herbert N. Lewis, Minister
a. m.
acid, gassy, belchy and lack
Sunday School-10:00 a. in.
Prayer service Wednesday, 7:15 of pep feeling.
Ed Young, Supt.
P. rn
Morning Service-11:00 a. in.

lost Tax Form Column
Puzzles Partner Payers
Washington — The Internal
Revenue Bureau has a lost column, perhaps fbr the first time
in history.
In the familiar form 1040 individual income tax return used by
more taxpayers than any other,
there's a line to list profit or
loss from partnerships.
The form says you are to put
down on that line a figure obtained from "form 1065, Schedule J, Column 10."
But there isn't any column 10
in Form 1065, Schedule J.
A bureau spokesman, asked
where Column 10 was, said:
"Well, I'll be doggone — I can't
find it either."
After a quick investigation he
said bureau experts had discovered the mistake and tax offices
across the country have been informed so they can explain things
to puzzled partners who can't find
column 10.
Just for the record—Schedu'e
K, Column 3, Form 1065 is the
correct figure to put in the 1040
individual returns.
And, the spokesman added —
hoping this would get into the
record, too—no one in the bureau
can recall a similar mistake in
the past.

(By Willy M. Horbach)
Vossenack, Germany — Seven
years after the war, danger and
death still shadow the daily life
of inhabitants of this little Huertgen forest village in the Eifel
mountains, near the Belgian border.
For war at its fiercest passed
this way. Ask any American GI
or German soldier who survived
the battles of the Huertgen forest.
And even now hidden mines, dud
bombs and other explosives are
found by the score in the region.
When the Allied forces crossed
the German border near Aachen
in the fall of 1944, Germany hurled most of her remaining troops
in the West against the attacker.
In the hilly woodlands of the Eifel, backed by the armored farts of
the Siegfried Line, the German
Wehrmacht checked the American advance.
Bloody weeks of hand-to-hand
fighting, murderous artillery barrages and air bombardment followed. Every inch of the "Huertgenwald"—soon called the Devil's
Forest by battle-tired, desperate
and exhausted GI's—was soaked
with blood.
In the twilight of these oncebeautiful woods 50,000 American "Automobile
Accidents"
and German soldiers lost their
lives. And even now farmers, Is 4-H Club Program
lumberjacks, and members of
Betty Lou Cash, Betty Jo Hobmine-clearing squads are being by, Judy Jacobs, E v a Mitchell,
killed or crippled by hidden ex- Margaret Johnson, Martha Jane
plosives.
Bugg, Pat Pettit and Donna Wilcox
Most dangerous of all is the presented a program, "AutomoWild Boar Ridge, northeast of bile Accidents", at a meeting of
Vossenack. It is still "off limits" the East Side 4-H Club held
and may be entered only by the recently.
After the pledge to the flag,
mine squads. Several thousand
mines have been found here in group singing and roll-call, the
the last few months, most of meeting was adjourned.
them made of plastics to evade
of settlers brought there by the
the searching "feeler" of the mine
government. So extensive is the
detector.
damage to the Eifel forests that
Wild Boar Ridge still looks like the
government plans to build a
it had been hit by a string of factory just for the
production of
atomic bombs. No tree, no blade tar, the wood
for it being taken
of grass was spared the fury of from
the destroyed trees.
the murdering battle. Torn tree
More than 123,000 persons intrunks loom against a grey, cloudy
sky, typical for this region, their habited the Huertgen Kreis
branches twisted to haunting im- (county) before the war. In 1945
ages of the hands of fallenesol- only 4,000 were left. Only 10 per
,
cent of its buildings remained indiers.
Reconstruction proved almost tact, most others were destroyed
impossible. Only one part of the completely. Damage to private
Devil's Forest, the Germeter housing property runs up to 72
Ridge, has been cleared and re- million dollars. One third of the
converted to farmland for a group farmland was left waste.

There Is No Need To
Suffer!
START THIS
TREATMENT
TODAY
Sold Only At

WOOD DRUG
STORE

The State Board of Education,
which prescribes the course of
study for Kentuelty's school system, will be asked to include high
school driver education as part
of the curriculum, State Superintendent of Public Instruction
Wendell P. Butler said today.
"The seriousness of this subject
and the appalling accident toll
on the part of persons under

He said a 1951
Welty schools revealed
high schools with 24
of eligible age for dri
only twenty-nine of
room training to 331
thirty-one schools o
room training and
wheel courses to 862
"To effectively
needless accident toll
educate the young ts
schools," Jones observ
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KentuckY's tele,;„
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during "
z:,,,ffi:*Prt.4/AL
Installed 61,428 New

Teleph
for a gain of 22,206-5,040 of them le
Rural Areas

Installed large amounts of
new Pole lines, cable, switchboards
sad *Omar facilities.

For
Full-SizE
GOOD AND GROWING telephone service is
essential to National Defense and to the growth and
progress of this state. The needs are huge. The job is
great and costly. But progress has been fast and sure.
Some materials are scarce, but we'll get.along with
the job in 1952 with the same determination that has
doubled the number of telephones in 8 years. —
Southern Bell Telephone and Tekgraph Company.
C. Hutrrza

GREEN, Kentucky

ELECTRIt

Massager

A BIG STORE
FULL OF
QUALITY
MERCHANDISE

EVERY PIECE OF MERCHANDISE IN THIS GREAT
COUNTRY DEPARTMENT STORE HAS BEEN ORDERED SOLD TO THE PUBLIC
AT SACRIFICE PRICES - - TO SATISFY THE HEIRS OF T H E ESTATE - - THAT MEANS TREMENDOUS SAVINGS WHILE THIS SENSATIONAL SALE
LASTS - - - YOU'LL HAVE TO HURRY.

14orter-Sop••d
Sodom Unds
Outlet
Extviof

TO SHOW YOU THAT WE MEAN BUSINESS WE ARE GOING TO GIVE AWAY,
ABSOLUTELY

Plo)Switchlos

Yes,
mode
low p
Auto
exact,
broils
Come

A COMPLETE CLOTHING OUTFIT
HAT

SUIT
UNDERWEAR
SHOES
TO SOME LUCKY MAN.

A COMPLETE AND BEAUTIFUL ENSEMBLE
HAT DRESS SLIP UNDERWEAR HOSE SHOES
TO SOME LUCKY WOMAN
AND MANY OTHER HANDSOME GIFTS
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY - - - JUST REGISTER AT OUR STORE AS
OFTEN AS YOU VISIT THIS AMAZING SALE
ALL ADULTS ARE ELIGIBLE

STOMACH
SUFFERERS

Training Union-6:30 p. m.
GENERAL BAPTIST
Everett Hogan, Director
Rev. Carroll Yarbrough, Planer
Evening Service-7:30 p.
Sunday School every Sunday,
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday- 9:45 a. m.
Worship Service every Sunday,
7:00 n
Attend the church where you 11:00 a. in. and 7: p. in.
Prayer service Wednesday, 7:30
will receive a cordial welcome.
p. m.
SECONDBAPTIST
MT. OLIVET GENERAL
Rev. H. D. Knight, pastor
BAPTIST
Sunday School 9:45 a. in.
Rev. C. A. Travis, Pastor
Morning worship 11 a. in.
Regular services every fourth
Training Union 6 p.
Sunday School 10.00 a. in. evEvening worship 7 p. in.
ery Sunday.
Wednesday service 7 p.

Driver Education In
High School Proposed

twenty-one makes th• matter one
deserving of urgent consideration," said Butler. "Proper litoP8
will be token to bring the matter
before the State Board for action."
Charles B. Jones, executive secretary of the Governor's Coordinating Committee for Highway
Safety, reported today that during the first fifteen days of January, 188 accidents were reported
to the State Police involving teenage drivers.

PRICES BLASTED

BEYOND ALL
EXPECTATION.
DRYGOODS - SHOES - LADIES READY-TO-WEAR - NOTIONS MEN'S WEAR - BOYS AND GIRLS WEAR - HATS

GOT TO GO
NO PHONE ORDERS

SAM HOWERION'S
THE GREAT COUNTRY DEPARTMENT STORE
FREDONIA
KENTUCKY
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Atomassumed leadership in represent- year were the 9500,000,000
Ins small business interests /hie Energy Commission plar.t at
"B u t in Birmingham," Millar thinking to be found in the menbringing government con trdetaPaducah; the $2,000,000,000 new
continued, "they came up with a tality "often associated with the
into the State, has ur.dertaken General Electric plant at Buechel;
new weapon and one that has the Ku Klux Klan."
publication of a lend capability
advantage of destroying' all evi- DEPEND ON PEOPLE
a new Tennessee Valley Authormap us a guide to agricultural
"W here v a r," he continued,
dence, the dynamite stick."
plant at Paducah valued at
theity
compiled
and
n
diversificatio
mind
of
MAY SPREAD NORTH
"people with this type
general
000; the 825,000,000 Maof
eco-$120,000,
atlas
general
first
reMiller, southern regional head find their prejudices are not
nomie data in the State, liubleYthieson Hydrocarbon plant at
of the Anti-Defamation League of inforced by the law, their itnmedBrandenburg and a $12,000,000
Kentucky's Agricultural and declared.
B'nai Brith, added: "I predict that late' thought is to resort to vioIndustrial Development Board rein Price)
Listed among the new capitalinstallation at Gabe, Greep
the pattern will spread, it is a lence."
ports that its large-scale topo- investments in Kentucky last county.
he dynamite stick new weapon. I believe, too, that
The record goes like this:
placing the burn- it will not be confined to the
graphic mappir.g program Is the
Birmingham, Ala.-10 unsolved.
"Iiirgest such program ever uninging lash in the South alone but will find use bombings of Negro homes since
dertaken in the United States"
of violence.
wherever racial or religious ten- 1949 as the Negro community
and constitutes more mapping
ttern first began sions are strong."
struggled to expand into, areas
work than ever before undertakwhite.
mingham, Ala., in
Then the expert observer on previously
en in the State.
Nashville, Tenn.—In December,
re have been 48 the southern region commented:
Executive Director George W.
volving mostly the "You can look for an increasing 1949, a Negro home in a once allHubley, Jr., claiimed that the
feud but spread- number of dynarnitings in t Ii e White neighborhood was damagBoard through its services to inand personal re: South. The old legal barriers gov- ed by dynamite. There was ansimilar bornbing in Septemdustry and agriculture has "dierning racial segregation are other
rectly contributed in bringing
Exciting Days
aid Alex Miller, tumbling and Negroes are shak- ber, 1950.
Chattanooga, T e n n.—A porch
more industrial payrolls to Kenrn is self-evident. ing off the Ghettoes and expandof Eady
was blown off a Negro home in
tucky's rural communities than in
America!
go the weapon of ing."
to the Nashville inperiod in the State's
similar
similar
case
a
any
Miller also said _ that in his cidents.
s lynching. Then
Department's anthe
in
history,"
ng cross and flog- opinion these dynamitings were
Atlanta—Seven bombings of
nual report filed with Gov. Lawnot connected save through the Negro homes in once White areas
rence W. Wetherby.
since 1949. There have been none
He cited the addition of more
since two men, one of whom adthan $1,000,000,000 of new industhe
mitted he was affiliated with
try in Kentucky last year—a sum
Ku Klux Klan, were arrested and
equal to nearly half the assessed
indicted. They have not been
value of all Kentucky fifteen
brought to trial.
years ago—a circumstance attribWalNew Orleans — For t y-eight 'DIGNITY, HECK—I'M HOME!': Lieut, Howard R. Koch of
utable to the "people who live in
hours after a court ruling in May, nut Creek, Calif., hangs precariously from porthole of the trans- Kentucky who have decided to
1951, that the city could not en- port General M. C. Meigs to greet his wife, Averil. Two home- shape a greater future for themforce a racially discriminatery coming GIs look on with amusement from porthole at lower right. selves and the communities where
zoning law, a 816,000 Negro home Koch was one of 4,742 veterans arriving recently in San Francisco they live."
was blown up.
from Korea. (AP WiTephotO)
Hubley also reported that the
Dallas, Tex.—Two men were arBoard had rendered services to
rested in July, 1951, in connection
Kentucky's industrial economy
with an investigation into 13
not only through its mapping proSuper-(inecolor
bombings of Negro homes on the
SIDOSLY
gram but through industrial surMARY CASTUI • JAMES MAY • JOHN
fringe of White sections.
veys made of various communiL" COMEDY — NEWSREEL
BASKETBAL
"MR.
PLUS!
Miami — A Jewish synagogue
ate'
ties in which the advantages of
11:10:1 111 Viotirl\rl
(By Jane Eads)
was damaged June 5, 1951, by dywere showr.,.
each
dois
woman
Washington — A
namite. An unoccupied building
The Board has initiated studies
ing one of the most important
in a Negro housing project borhas
and ticklish jobs in the United of the state's water resources,
dering a White project was se(.13y David Taylor Marke)
rejob
It's
a
now.
right
States
unTwo
22.
Sept.
damaged
looks
verely
sweet-faced woman who
So your child won't eat!
quiring the discretion of a Surecorded
exploded sticks of dynamite were
What do you do? Go stark mad preme Court justice, so she can't much younger than her
Jewish
another
found Oct. 9 near
63 years, Dr. McHale was born in
trying to think of something he alk much about it.
school. Two unexploded sticks will eat?
Logansport, Ind. She has served
She is Dr. Kathryn MeHale, one as professor of psychology a n d
were found Oct. 15 on steps of a
wrote
Sachs
why
Hilda
That's
of the three people charged with philosophy at Goucher College,
Jewish school. Dynamite was
"So Your Child Won't Eat!" solving the' delicate, highly-infound Nov. 1 on steps of Dade
Baltimore; Columbia University
N. Y.
Co.,
Publishing
(Sterling
volved question of civil Tights in New York City, and the UniCounty courthouse. A second
$1).
versus national safety.
Carver Village project home
versity of Minnesota. She consid"It all began," she says, "when
bombed Nov. 30. On Dec. 2, a
A noted scholar and for 21 ers her current job the most chalHebrew school was bombed and a friend suggested trying an egg years director of the National As- lenging of any she's tackled.
44 memorial windows shattered. salad. I did and my child ate sociation of University Women, "Its far-reaching import makes
This same day another blast was heartily for the first time in days. Dr. McHale was appointed by one duly humble but stimulates
reported in the housing project I just hadn't thought of egg salad President Truman with lawyers one to exercise the best of one's
but with no damage. A stick of before. It was then I decided that Peter Campbell Brown and David abilities," she said. "One thing of
dynamite with a partly burned there must be many simple things J. Coddaire to serve on the Sub- which we are all deeply conscious
and
fuse was found on the steps of one 'just doesn't think of'
versive Activities Control Board is the need of being fair and rethe Saint Peter and Saint Paul many different ways to prepare (SACS).
ponsible for our conclusions."
them
wrote
I
the
old
stand-bys.
Catholic Church. On Dec. 25 poby
established
was
board
This
The SACB hearings are adl
and,
them
lice reported.n attempt to bomb down as I thought of
DOUGIAS
sim- the Internal Security (McCarran) open to the public, and Dr. McMICHAEL CHAPIN • EILENE IANSSEN
the Flialeah-Miami Springs Jew- before I knew it, the list of
1116 MU • MK VIIKBIT
Act of 1950 to render judgment Hale wishes the public would atw as ple ways one might prepare pocenter
ish community
a pertatoes alone took almost a page!" on organizations and individuals tend. "I think they'd get
thwarted.
ALSO! NO. 14 "CODY OF PONY EXPRESS" — CARTOON
declared subversive by the De- spective on how a quasi-judicial
ideas
Moore,
pass
these
to
T.
decided
She
Fla.—Harry
Mims,
of Justice. Since April, board operates and how evidence
partment
state coordinator for the National along to all mothers facing the 1951, the board has been holding is introduced 'and debated by the
Association for the Advancement same problem. They seemed to hettrItigs daily, Monday through attorneys," she said. "In the long
of Colored People, and hia wife work for her and she is sure Thursday, on t he question of run people would get a perspecwere fatally injured by a dyna- they'll work for others.
whether the Communist Party in tive on the problem confronting
mite blast Dec. 25, 1951.
She is careful to point out that this country is under foreign dom- the attorneys and the Senate JuRome, Ga.—A dynamite blast her little book—it is only 61 pages ination and control as charged by
diciary Committee as being a
was set off near a Negro social long—is not a recipe book. Rathgrave problem, in their estimathe Department of justice.
club after complaints that it was er it is a book of food lists chosen
If the board finds the subver- tion, confronting the people."
"a public nuisance."
to remind a parent of the many
Dr. McHale owns her own
Crossville, Ala.—The home of a things a child ntay have to eat sion charge is true, the organizawoman was dynamited Jan. 1 in and the many ways you can serve tion will be required to register apartment in an exclusive Washwhat police said was a bootleg- them.
and its members will be deprived ington co-operative, reads for reging feud.
By the time you have read the of various citizenship privileges. laxation and collects old English
of
home
Phenix City, Ala.—The
book you should be equipped to
A dignified, gentle-mannered, silver.
an anti-vice crusader was dyna- handle almost any food problem
mited Jan. 9.
that
so
satisfactorily
Junior
for
Seldom has the
Miller said that the Miami at- he will have the proper diet his
motionpicture
tacks on places of worship could health and growth require.
be attributed in large measure to
parents
to
value
Of
particular
captured
screen
"cultural tensions and the inevi- is
the special section on psychoYes, here's full size, full quality
struggle.
South
Northtable
so magnificently
logical problems in eating by one
modern electric cooking at amazing
-Speed
"There are large numbers of
of the experts in the field of
low price!. Huge 5530 cu. in. oven.
the fire and ferface Units
any
in
community,
Jews in the
child care, Dr. Samuel Karelitz.
Automatiq Thermostat maintains
Outlet
the North, and where two
from
Bakes,
.
ver of America's
temperatures
exact, even
The pediatrician knows, he
cultures are in daily contact there
Esherior
broils and roasts to perfection.
of
majority
far
the
by
says,
"that
Youth!
DRAMA
are bound to be irritations."
itco Switches Come in, see it and compare it now!
poor-eating problems are psychoUNBRIO
.
one
.
may
.
generalIf
logical.
Syracuse University h a s enLOV
be correct, in the
larged its winter sports televis- ize and still
. .
ion program to include swim- large majority of instances .
poor eating habits are created by
ming. The wrestling and gymnast
be used against memteams are seen on video via a children to
beTs of the household, most often
STREET
local TV outlet.
the parents themselves. If poor
eating is the tool employed by
Johnny to torment his mother or
to keep his mother near him, it
fails in its purpose if the parent
learns to be nonchalent."
One way of getting Johnny to
ADDED! CARTOON COMEDY & NEWSREEL
eat, says Dr. Karelitz, is to place
•
(Nu.in/we vire NiriNtrYdiNwvai-Nizi,nrii;mt
;.:(
the entire meal on the table before him, while Mother reads,
knits or otherwise occupies herself for about 45 minutes.'At the
end of that time Mother should
remove the food which has been
left, without commenting, grimacing or in any way indicating
displeasure or pleasure. "It takes
perservance, and a strong wilt,
for a worrisome mother to carry
out this regime for the 2 to 4
weeks that may be necessary for
success."
A child should be taught to feed
himself as early as possible,
says the doctor. He cautions:
"Do not try to teach him to eat.
Illoseniml• Mae Vomeosado, V-R
sad
Chews. lirimmi diva. ovillmalC mi.osse—doperatl.
Introduce Chopped foods and solRare awilrolloo• imbdoeti..Rorprmthwg soden
id foods of heavier consistency
as soon as he can tolerate them.
If he chooses to at with his fingers, do not be dismayed. He
will learn conventional eating
The raglan sleeves make the
habits from your example when
yok• of this debonair shortie
he is old enough to observe.
of Anglos Boucle. One pretty
•
he
is
him
play
let
older,
"When
button at the neck, end the
You'll say this is "just the :
or help in the kitchen while you
rest flows free and easy.
thing" you've bison looking : Added!
are preparing his meal. The deCOMEDY
fort How right for every oc• :
Eghtful odors of good food are
MUSICAL
this houndstooth Kel• :
better stimulants to digestive
cation,
Sizes
SPORTS
juices than radios or fairy tales,
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Food Problems Of Washington
Children Are Not Letter
Hard To Solve
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For This
Full-Size 40-Inch
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ELECTRIC RANGE
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FULL OF
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Studebaker
Come, see and drive this exciting new 1952
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THE PRINCETON LEAP
Local Adult Scouters
Attend Meeting Of The
New Cherokee District

D. M. Plymale Attends
Penney's Convention

be, "Outdoor Living".
The cubbing session was led by
John Byrne, Cubmaster, Medironville, with Dr. William Lovell
In charge of the games. Mrs. A.
L. Jones, Madisonville, and Mrs.
William Cornett, Greenville, were
in charge of the Handicraft session.
Cubmasters, Den Mothers and
Pack committeemen worked on
program planning for March. The
theme is to be "Jungle Tales".
The other group consisted of
the men on the district committee which laid plans for the training course for cubbing personnel
to begin February 25, and scoutmaster training to be held in
April.
The Spring camporee will be
held May 2, 3 and 4 at the 4-H
Camp in Dawson Springs. The
next district meeting will be held
March 20, at Central City.
Those attending frcm Caldwell
county were Mrs. Allen Oliver,
Mr. and Mrs. Grayson Harrelson,
Weeks a n d W. D. Armstrong.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Lacey, Joe
Also, Dale Faughn and Donald
Conway from Fredonia were
present.

Thiorsda ,Februa

KENTUCKY
World Day Of Prayer
Service Is Scheduled

Red Chinese Land
Reform Backfires

2

(whatever that meius)
swam of Wang Chien, set
the Changchih
committee of the
finalist party as print,
Peoples Daily.
What steps shall be
that all peasants stay eve
doesn't k n o w. H1 ma
prpblem Which has not
ed among the broad in
the peusar.ts."
A Hong Kona aush
Chinese agricultuit
that it was a problem
not been solved in Chau
years, or in any other
for that matter.

The World Day of Prayer Service will be held, Friday, February 29, at 7:90 p. m. at the First
, (By Fred Harnpson)
Fifty-three scouters (adult
Christian Church.
Chinese
Hong Kong -- The
scouts) attended the Cherokee
Men and women are called to
"land reout
carried
held
was
Communists
which
District meeting
observe a day of prayer.
proform" in southeastern Saansi
in Greenville, Ky.. at the Presbyyears
evening,
vince of Lorth China five
terian Church Thursday
ATTEND HEALTH MEET
abolished landFebruary 14.
Administrator Robert.S. Jacob ago. While they
less luck with
After a dinner served by the
land Clerk Mrs. Arney T. Rawls, lords, they had.
younger svomen's group of the
of the Caldwell County Health human nature.
what has
An examination of
Unit, attended a meeting for adchurch, Lee Martin, Jr., presented
competitive eleshows
last
Boy's
held
for
happened
clerks
banner
and
ministrators
cent
per
100
a
week at Paducah under the aus- ments back in play.
Life Magazine to Joe Lovell,
Everyone got the same amount
Scoutmaster of Troop 40, Greenpices of. the State Department of
scratch,
district
Brown,
land and started from
Frank
of
Health.
ville. G.
been UNDERGOES SURGIO
having
landlords
was
Madisonville,
old
the
chairman from
John Wisdom, N Dielimirmted.
ATTEND CHURCH MEETING
the presiding officer.
and- underwent majoi Lurger
After the dinner, the scouters
So did a classless share
The Rev. Floyd Loperfido and
with this week at the C.'d
divided into three groups with
L. C. Lisman attended a meeting Share-alike society begin,
af- Hospital. His condo
Joe Lovell leading the discussion
Tuesday of the Western Kentucky everyone living happily ever
the good.
Presbytery at the First Presby- ter? Just listen to this from
in the scoutmaster session. ClarCommunists' own official Peoples
ence Williams, Drakesboro, had
terian Church at Hopkinsville.
PUBLIC HEA1,711((jt:
charge of the gi.me period. The
Daily in Peiping:
peasMiss Virginia Ibis,
scoutmasters and committeemen
ACCEPTS PARISH POST
"After the land reform, 96
worked on program planning for
The Rev. W. M. Griffin, of Far- ant families in the five villages County Health Unit Nu
March, the theme of which will
mington, Mo., has accepted a call (cross-section villages selected tending a basic trai •
to fill the pastorate of the Price for examination) have sold a to- being held under the a
Thomson Larger Parish, it is an- tal of 284.11 mow (a little more the State Department o
nounced. The parish is composed than 47 acres) of land to pay for this week at Louisville.
of Fredonia, Francis, Crayne, weddikg and funeral expensee
Traffic in skins for
Marion and Chapel Hill.
and the like.
PIGGY SITTERS: A little pig enjoys lunch under the protective
Virgil G. Lowry Dies
WILSON'S GROCERY
peasant families scious Europe was ar
"Ninety-nine
KosBill
officers,
The
policemen.
ATTEND SCOUT DINNER
Fredonia Is Defeated
custody of two St. Paul, Minn.,
from the others. commercial factor .r.
At Fredonia
Nine persons from Caldwell at- bought up land
tohyryz (lett) and Ted Petersen, became piggy sitters when a
Now open from 71. M. Monday
of land, nat- entire North American
Springs
ownership
Dawson
By
Private
Funeral services for Virgil G.
pork
tended a boy scout dinner Thurswoman approached them and asked, "Would you like a
other inevi- nese from Laborador to
Jackets
Fredonia.
and
Yellow
The
calamities,
at
Monday
died
who
54,
Lowry,
ural
The
till 10 P. M. week days
day, February 14, at Greenville.
sandwich?" The officers ended up with the live porker.
caused
have
effective
the
lastmisfortunes
before
fell
his home at Fredonia, were contable
They were Mr. and Mrs. Grayson
woman said a garbage collector gave the animal to her. Police
The Azores total MO s
break attack of the Da w son Harrelson, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas some of the peasants to lose laducted Tuesday at the CumberSundays, 8 P M. till
now are seeking a farm home for porky. (AP Wirephoto)
Springs Panthers, 78-54, Tuesday Lacey, Joe Weeks, Mrs. Allan bor, and others have risen in miles in area.
land Presbyterian Church by the
night, February 19 in the Resort- Oliver and W. D. Armstrong of status.
TO P. M.
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tiques. Used furniture. STINlooking into the works of Marx, 1111111111bflIDOIL
until the following month.
Of looney refunded.
SON PIANO CO., 113 W. lth 8c
Chicago's "Loop" district is CITY BOARD OF EDUCATION Lenin, Stalin and Mao Tze-tung, stood the test of millions of
210 W. 7th Street, Hopcinsville.
Grayson Harralson, Chairman the leader of Communist China.
named after the circle its elevatMARVIN STINSON, OWNER.
"The organization of the peasRuel W. Cairnes, Secretary
ed tracks make in the downtown
cut
Arkco,
BEANS,
GREEN
FLOUR, Pure & White, plain
23-tfc
33-3tc ants has not been broad enough,"
area.

NOTICE

D. M. Plymale, manager of J.
C. Penney Company department
store, left here Monday, February 18, to attend the Company's
Golden Jubilee convention being
held In Atlantic City, N. J., from
February 19 to 22.
"This year marks our 50th anniversary of serving the American people," Mr. Plymale said,
"and our convention • has been
built around that theme. Naturally we are proud of our peat—
our Company started as a single,
tiny store in 1902 and has grown
to be the largest of its kind in
the world."
J. C. Penney, founder of the
Company and its board chairman,
will make the keynote address
at the meeting. The subject of his
talk will be, "Do It Better".
Penney conventions will be
held during February and March
in Atlantic City, Chicago and San
Francisco, with a total of six
conventions in the three cities.
More than 3,000 Penney managers, their wives and central office associates are expected to
attend the six meetings.

Classified Ads

Borrow my
Money from
INTERSTATE*

FOR SALE

H. C. P'Pool Tractor

And Implement Co.

ittemtate,

*Three
Cough 1sT
Danger

Ferguson Tractors

Mi

Red Front Stores

CREOMULS

$1.68
25 lb. bag
TOMATO CATSUP, Scott County
12 oz. bottle
15c
OLEOMARGARINE, Mi Choice
I lb. colored sticks, lb.
21c
PEACHES, Hunt's, heavy syrup
2 can
/
2 for 55c
No. 21
CHERRIES, Clyde, Red Sour Pitted
light syrup, No. 2 can 2 for 45c
PEAS, by Town, delicious 3 sieve,
2 for 29c
fancy, 16 oz. can .
BEETS, Saracen, cut
16 oz. can
10c
LARD, Pure Hog
50 lb. can
$7.99
PEACHES, Sunshine, excellent for
1 2 can . .2 for 49c
pies, No. 2/
MACKEREL, Half Hill
16 oz. can
19c
SALAD DRESSING, Table Garden
32 oz. jar
39c
RED BEANS, Scott County
No. 300 can
3 for 25c
NAVY BEANS, Scott County
No. 30001
3 for 25c
HOMINY, Scott County
No. 300 can
3 for 25c
LIMA BEANS, Scott County
No. 300 can
3 for 25c
BLACKEYED PEAS, Scott County
No. 300 can
3 for 25c
CREAM STYLE CORN,Scott County
No. 1 can
3 for 25c

13/
2c
1
No. 2 can
NAVY BEANS, choice hand picked
10 lbs.
$1.00
SARDINES, in oil or mustard
No. 14 can
10c
ORANGE, GRAPEFRUIT or
BLENDED JUICE, Heart of Florida
46 oz. can
5 for $1.00
CORN, Rosedale, ex. stand., Cream
Style, Co. Gent, No. 2 can 121
2c
/
SPINACH, Brooks
No. 2 can
15c
PORK & BEANS, Scott County
No. 21
2 can
/
15c
CHILI CON CARNE, Derby with
beans, 16 oz. can . 3 for $1.00
KRISPY CRACKERS, Sunshine
1 lb. pkg.
31c
PEACH PRESERVES, Hunt's
16 oz. jar
25c
FRUIT COCKTAIL, Dole
No. 1 can
25c
KRAUT, Scott County
No. 300 can
3 for 25c
PINTO BEANS, Scott County
No. 300 can
3 for 25c
SPAGHETTI, Scott County
No. 300 can
3 for 25c
VEGETABLE SOUP, Scott County
No. 1 can
3 for 25c
PORK & BEANS, Scott County
No. 300 can
3 for 25c
RED KIDNEY BEANS, Scott County
No. 300 can
3 for 25c

FRESH FRUITS A ND VEGETABLES
BANANAS, large fancy ripe
pound
141
2c
/

APPLES, Winesap, U. S. No. 1
3 lbs.
29c

MEAT SPECIALS

BEEF STEAK, Round or Sirloin,
SUGAR CURED JOWL
choice U. S. Good, lb.
99c
pound

19c

HELM'S PULLORUM CLEAN
CHICKS: Certified Leghorns.
Nationally Famous, Leading
Breeds, Egg Contest Winners.
Started, Sexed Chicks, Crosses.
Free Brooding Bulletins,
HELM'S CHICKS, Across From
Hitchyard.
29-14tp
MALE HELP WANTED: Reliable
man with car wanted to iel on
farmers in' Caldwell County.
Wonderful opportunity. $10'to
$20 in a day. No experience or
capital required. Permanent.
Write today. McNESS COMPANY, Dept. A, Freeport,
33-2tp

ROBINSON IMPL. & MOTOR
CO.: Wants-you to grow the
biggest and best crops of corn
you'll ever grow, by planting
Funk's G. Hybrids seed corn
that has 30 years of research
and is adapted for your soiL
Be sure to attend our meeting
on Funk's G. Hybrids February
22 at 7:00 p. m. Robinson Impl.
& Motor Co.
33-2tc
FOR SALE: Farm containing 235
acres land. 5 room house and
electricity. Located in White
School community. See or call
C. K. McNeely, 3778, Dawson
Springs, Ky.
•
99-2tp
NOTICE: I will not be responsible for any debts made by anyone other than myself. Archie
D. Franklin.
33-2tp
FOR SALE: Nice four room
homes and that's not all. They
are cheap. One and a half miles
from town on Dawson road.
See or call J. 0. Beshears.
Phone 3554.
33-2te
The Articles of Confederation,
though adopted by the Continental Congress in 1778, were not
ratified by all the states until
1781.

Attention

Members

Please attend your regular
meeting of this home and chapter 2nd and 4th Monday nights,
7:30 p. m.
By order of
C'oasauinder 0. Wynn Oiler

a.
6 A,

I)on't Wait Until the last Minut
PARTMLidi NT

FOR RENT: Unfurnished three
rooms and bath. Call 4011 or
see Ralph Cummins.
33-tfc

Disabled American Veterans
Nuckols Herron Chapter No. 44

'
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Perhaps sooner than you realize it,
you'll need a new supply of envelopes,
letterheads, business forms, statements or some form of printing. Take
a tip from us and bring your business
to the shop that specializes in high
quality job printing at prices you can
afford.
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LEA PER
Come In and Visit Us

Phone 2141

West Market Street
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